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ABSTRACT 

Linkage of field-aligned to horizontal ionospheric current, is a 

significant aspect in general coupling mechanisms between the 

magnetosphere and ionosphere» The magnetosphere generates field- 

aligned current that drives horizontal ionospheric conduction 

currents* This research provides a detailed, quantitative modelling 

of the ionospheric and field-aligned currents in the area, or band, 

covered by the higher latitude set of field—aligned (region—1 

Birkeland) current, with the assumption that Birkeland current is 

uniformly distributed there. Current conservation implies that field- 

aligned current is balanced by the divergence of ionospheric current. 

Solution of the divergence equation, .with the area poleward of the 

band taken to be an insulator, appropriate boundary conditions 

(inferred from lower latitude modelling), and a local-time dependent 

conductivity allows horizontal ionospheric current- and electric field, 

and Birkeland current to be deduced. The new model combines with 

existing detailed models of the lower latitude region, forming an 

effectively global computer model. 

Application of the theoretical model to the 19 September 1976 

substorm event yields many interesting features* Among these are a 

westward electrojet extending from about 1900LT past midnight to about 

0900LT, with a maximum strength of -I1x105 amp in post-midnight hours. 
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TMs is in reasonable agreement with, observational data for substorm 

conditions. The calculated eastward electro jet is comparable to (but- 

slightly smaller than) the eastward electro jet in the region just; 

equatorward of the one treated here, although the lower latitude 

electro jet; extends to -2300LT. Hear midnight, the westward electro jet 

modelled here is ~3 times larger than the westward electro jet in the 

sub—polar region. 

Theoretical calculations for the 19 September 1976 event using 

the present model indicate that electric field reversals fall within 

the studied region in four out of six satellite passes (corresponding 

to those passes when concentration of Birkeland current is toward the 

equatorward edge of the band). Althou^i detailed agreement with data 

is modest, this model agrees with data on a crucial characteristic* 

In both the present; theory and data, the electric field reversal 

usually occurs poleward of most of the region—1 current, which means 

that most region—1 current flows into or out of regions of sunward 

convection. 

Since currents flowing in the investigated high-latitude region 

often have dominant effects on ground magnetic variations (even on 

magnetograms of low-latitude observations), agreement between theoret¬ 

ical and observed magnetograms for the modelled substorm event is 

greatly improved by inclusion of the large part of the westward 

electrojet that flows in the higher latitude region. Contributions of 

the present work to calculations of Joule heating of the upper atmos¬ 

phere are significant, with Joule heating poleward of the equatorward 

edge of region—1 currents comprising ~30# of the total in the modelled 
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event of 19 September 1976. 

Values for the strength of the electrojet and amount of Joule 

heating predicted from a simple Cowling conductivity band picture 

(with no radial current flowing into the band) agree with the present 

model to within ~20 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. General Historical Background 

Kristian Birkeland (1908) was the first to link high latitude 

magnetic perturbations with a horizontal ionospheric current system 

supplied by field-aligned currents from above. Birkeland himself 

realized some of the limitations of his work when he wrote: 

In addition to the deficiencies in our observation-material, there 
are also defects in the experimental and mathematical investiga¬ 

tions; but notwithstanding all this, the results are so satisfac¬ 
tory that I can hardly be mistaken in my belief that we are on the 
right road. (Birkeland,1908). 

Indeed, Birkeland was definitely on the “right road”. But, his great 

insights remained unappreciated for nearly sixty years. Schematically, 

he proposed the system in Figure 1. Good review articles treating 

this configuration include Cloutier and Anderson (1975), Anderson and 

Tondrak (1975)» and Anderson (1978)» 

The next big contribution to the understanding of these current 

systems came with Alfvén in 1939. He was responsible for the basic 

understanding of the charge separation electric field which led to the 

physical idea that now seems to explain region-2 (lower latitude) 

Birkeland currents. 

A large gap appears between Alfven and further theoretical work. 

Axford and Hines (1961) and Dungey (1961) provided the essential 

physical idea of magnetospheric convection that now explains region-1 

Birkeland currents (to be discussed in the next section). The general 

magnetospheric convection pattern is also discussed by Cole (1961), and 

Axford (1969). Figure 2, adapted from the picture originally proposed 



Figure 1. Schematic of system proposed "by Birkeland (1908) 
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Figure 2. Topology of the magnetic field and direction of the 
plasma flow in the noon-midnight section of the 
open magnetosphere, according to Dungey (1962)* 
The small arrows indicate the direction of 
magnetic field. Larger arrows indicate the 
direction of plasma flow. Within the closed 
field line region, the ''domain” of auroral particles 
is heavily 3tippled. Adapted from Fig. 18 of 
Nishida (1978)» and Fig. 61 of Ris'ibeth and 
Garriott (1969). 
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by Dungey (1962), is now known as the "open " model of the 

magnetosphere, referring mainly to the feature that field lines (see 

region II of Figure 2) from the earth* s northern and southern polar 

caps eventually thread into regions outside of the magnetosphere 

(which is the area in space surrounding the earth where physical 

processes are dominated by the geomagnetic field). That is, some 

magnetic field lines inside the magnetosphere can be directly connected 

with the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Field lines that extend 

to large geocentric distance map to the high latitude ionosphere. In 

Figure 2, the large arrow in the sunward portion of region I i3 a 

representation of solar wind as hot plasma, with high electric 

conductivity. With this high conductivity, the electric field in a 

reference frame moving with the solar wind should be virtually zero. 

Taking the solar wind velocity to be va (with respect to the earth* 3 

magnetosphere), and referring to the IMF a3 Bp, then ET = -vs x Bj, 

where Ej is the magnitude of an electric field of interplanetary 

origin. This electric field can be communicated to the magnetosphere 

via field lines connected with those in interplanetary space. Thus, 

the "dawn to dusk" electric field in the magnetosphere is driven by 

the solar wind. The interaction of the dawn to dusk electric field 

(E) and the geomagnetic field (B) leads to plasma convection, with 

the velocity of convected plasma given by vconY =. ILüLl» 
Since the view in Figure 2 is from the dusk side of the earth, 

the dawn to dusk electric field points out of the plane of the page. 

With the direction of magnetic field given, it can be easily verified 

that the larger arrows in Figure 2 do indeed indicate the direction 
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of plasma flow, referred to as vconv above. 

The physics of the region equatorward of the one treated in this 

thesis is well enough understood so that a detailed self-consistent 

modelling of the magnetosphere and ionosphere can be done. However, 

the magnetospheric connection to the higher latitude region involves 

solar wind and magnetospheric coupling, which is not yet well enough 

understood for quantitative modelling of the magnetospheric portion. 

This research uses observational hints to model the ionospheric 

portion, and investigates how low and high latitude regions of the 

ionosphere interact with each other, thereby supplementing the lower 

latitude computer model. 

The plasma convection pattern in the polar ionosphere is 

qualitatively shown in Figure 3» The closed loops represent what the 

convection above the ionosphere (at approximately 200 km to 300 km) 

has to be in response to the dawn to dusk electric field, with the 

direction of the convected plasma given by vConv
=JLüÜs* 

Although this thesis is basically concerned with only high 

latitude effects, it is instructive to consider the present under¬ 

standing of the lower latitude ionospheric current systems and their 

link to field-aligned (Birkeland) currents. Considering gradient 

drift for particles being convected from the magnetosphere, and 

mv2 
recalling that Vgrad= £ x MVB, where ju = ±_, one finds that 

qB2 2B 

positively charged particles drift toward the dusk side, where 

negatively charged particles drift toward dawn. Gradient and 
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MIDNIGHT 

Figure 3» Polar view of ionosphere, with schematic diagram 

of convected plasma loops, and placement of 
Birkeland current (jyert)» Except where 

indicated, crosses and dots represent field- 
aligned current ingoing and outgoing from 

the ionosphere, respectively. 
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~ v / VB ~ % (VxB)t mv^ ^ v(Y§) nnvjf 1 are comparable in 
qîF \ B 3* / 4Bx \3l J 

magnitude and in the same direction in the region of the ring current 

and the inner edge of the plasma sheet. Figure 4 helps to visualize 

the behavior in the equatorial plane. (Generally, the subscripts "j." 

and “H" refer to directions perpendicular and parallel to the 

magnetic field, respectively). 

Also identifiable are field-aligned currents. (See Figure J, 

which is a polar cap view. This system is similar to the pattern 

discussed in Bostrom [1974])♦ Except where indicated, crosses and 

dots represent field-aligned current ingoing and outgoing from the 

ionosphere, respectively. Note that there are two set3 of 

Birkeland currents. 

Qualitatively, a good picture of the current systems involved 

has been developed. Both the horizontal ionospheric current system 

for high latitudes, as well as the field-aligned current system have 

been described. The purpose of this research is to examine the 

quantitative linking of these current systems. 

B. Historical Background of Experimental Investigations 

Bostrom (1968) discusses the nature of Birkeland currents and 

early direct observational evidence for than. Ground magnetometers 

were the major basis for Birkeland*s work. Although they are some¬ 

what ambiguous, ground magnetometers are useful indicators of 

horizontal currents but sure largely insensitive to current systems as 

represented in Figure 1 since ground magnetic disturbances from 
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DUSK 

Figure 4* 

NOON 

Schematic diagram of equatorial plane. J is ring 

current* Bp * polarization electric field; 

vCOnv = velocity of convected plasma = . 
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vertical Birkeland and horizontal Pedersen currents approximately 

cancel each other. (This is known as Fukushima* s theorem and is dis¬ 

cussed further in Chapter III» section F) • Thus, the magnetic 

effects of Birkeland current cannot be indicated easily by ground 

magnetometers, but are best measured by means of rockets or satellites 

flying through the region of disturbance. The experimentalists to 

produce the first direct evidence for the existence of Birkeland 

currents were Zmuda, Martin, and Eeuring (.1966) who observed transverse 

magnetic disturbances at 1100 km in the auroral region. The 

perturbations that Zmuda et al. observed were highly localized in 

latitude, and it was thought that they could be explained as the 

result of currents; flowing along magnetospheric field lines. 

CPerturbations always transverse to the main field imply field-aligned 

currents, sis discussed by Cummings and Dessler Û96T3). Note that the 

magnetic field of a field-aligned current, near the current-carrying 

field line, is perpendicular to the field line. Cummings and 

Dessler point out that the strength of the current and the magnitude 

of the magnetic perturbation are related by Ampere* s law, B= *1^1/27^, 

assuming a coaxial current arrangement. Putting AB equal to the 

magnitude of magnetic fluctuations, and 2r(=d) equal to the distance 

over which, disturbances are observed, then 1= wdAB/uo. AB is 

approximately 1 to 100 Ï and I is approximately 105 amp for the 

observations of Zmuda et al. In these early interpretations of 

observations, Birkeland current was thought to be basically wire-like. 

It is now realized that Birkeland current is sheet-like. 
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As Cloutier and Anderson observe, one importance of Birkeland 

currents lies in the fact that they seem to provide a relief of 

magnetospheric "tensions" which are caused by charge separations, 

through drift and convection. In the case of lower latitude Birkeland 

current, this is clear in the linking to ring current. 

The overall current system discussed in the previous section was 

first presented by Schield, Freeman, and Dessler (1969) a^d modified 

by Anderson and Vondrak (1975)» It is presented in Figure 5» This 

scheme is also qualitatively discussed by Lyatsky, Maltsev and 

Leontyev (1974). 

There seem to be two types of Birkeland currents. Small-scale 

currents connect to individual arcs and are observed mainly by rocket 

observations of Cloutier and co-workers. Large structures have been 

sorted out observationally by Zmuda, Armstrong, Potemra, and co-workers 

using satellite observations. The present endeavor focuses on the 

larger scale structure. 

Since the first observation of the east-west, highly localized 

magnetic perturbations, there have been numerous experimental 

investigations, including Armstrong; and Zmuda (1973)» Eeppner, Stolarik 

and Wescott (1971)» Hughes and Rostoker (1977)» Sugiura (1975)» Theile 

and Praetorius 0973)» Araoldy (1974)* and Ziauda and Armstrong (1974). 

In this last reference, the two sets of large-scale Birkeland currents 

were correctly indicated. 

Recent experimental data indicate a Birkeland current 

distribution as in Figure 6, a well known figure from Iijima and 

potemra (1978). Here, two regions of Birkeland currents are 



Figure 5» The quiet time current system connecting the 
magnetosphere and the polar ionosphere, where 
Jg is a Birkeland current, generated by the 
convection electric field B, Jp is the Pederson 
current, JJJ is the Birkeland current, and is 
the ring current component in the Alfvén layer. 
From Fig. 4a of Anderson and Vondrak (1975)» 
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ES3 Current into ionosphere 
I    i Current away from ionosphere 

Figure 6. Distribution and flow directions of large scale 
field-aligned currents from data obtained by- 
satellite from Iijima and Potemra (1978). 
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identified. Considering the view looking from the sun, it is clear 

that, the higher latitude (region-1) field-aligned currents have some 

sort of link to the outermost magnetosphere and solar wind, while the 

lower latitude (region-2) field-aligned currents are linked to the 

ring current and plasma sheet. (See Figures 7 and 8). 

This system can be thought of in terms of electrical engineering 

terminology. The magnetosphere acts as a generator, while the 

ionosphere acts as a resistor. In this analogy, the resistor (i.e., 

the ionosphere) needs a current supply, and Birkeland current fills the 

need. It is the solar wind which actually drives convection in the 

magnetosphere. Basically, region-1 currents connect the ionosphere 

to the generator (i.e., the magnetosphere). Region-1 currents flow 

down into the higher potential region of the ionosphere and up from 

the low-potential regions. Apparently, then, field-aligned current 

flows in order to maintain currents in the ionosphere. Thus, the 

magnetosphere serves as a type of "buffer1* between the solar wind and 

the ionosphere. 

C. Historical Background of Theoretical Investigations and 
Their Relation to the Present Approach 

The most sophisticated theoretical calculations, with self- 

consistent calculations of horizontal ionospheric currents, ring 

currents, and connecting Birkeland currents, have been confined to the 

inner magnetosphere, where the magnetic field lines are clearly closed 

and their geometry is basically known. 

Before the present, work, regionr-1 Birkeland currents were 
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Link to outer 

DUSK 

Figura 7* View looking from sun, diagramming field-aligned 
current system linkage. (Arrows in '‘tubes'' 
indicate direction of current flow). 
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the basic magnetospheric-convection 
current system* The view is from behind (antisunward 
of) the earth,, and above the equatorial plane. The 
lined region is the equatorial plane; the dotted 
region, the dayside magnetopause. The notations 
"R1", "R2” and "PRC” mean "Region-1 Birkeland Current", 
"Region-2 Birkeland Current", and "Partial Ring 
Current". From Harel et al. (1930b). 
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estimated by Volf et al. with the simple assumption that horizontal 

currents flowing into or out of the equatorward boundary of regilon-1 

were completed directly by Birkeland currents. The present 

treatment includes the horizontal ionospheric currents flowing in 

region-1. Instead of assuming that currents flow into the 

equatorward boundary of region-1 and straight up» region-1 i3 included 

as a band approximately 3° wide (in latitude). The band is assumed 

to be a fairly good conductor. 

This present thesis uses the relation 7*^» -Jvert» 13Îlere Ô is 

equal to the horizontal current flowing in the ionosphere, and jvert 

is equal to field-aligned (Birkeland) current. (Here, "qn refers to 

a two dimensional divergence operator). Initially, equatorward 

boundary conditions are j^=j-jsin^ +j2cos^ (where is radial current 

and j6 Ü3 longitude measured eastward from noon), and V»V0sinyi 

(where V is potential), with Y0, j-j, and j2 appropriate 

scaling constants. More general boundary conditions are also treated 

later in the thesis. The boundary condition on radial current, has 

previously been calculated. However, the work of Wolf et al. contains 

a more sophisticated and self-consistent modelling of both the 

magnetosphere and ionosphere. In addition, their work includes a 

complicated time dépendait conductivity model, modelling of specific 

events in the lower latitude region, and comparison with data from 

many sources. Consequently, the boundary conditions on radial current 

used for this investigation have only recently been available from 

work on the lower latitude system done by Wolf et al. The details of 
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the quantitative study TO.11 be discussed further in the next 

chapter. 

Similar approaches to the present one have been attempted, but 

•with the field-aligned current Overt) taken to be nonzero except 

on one or two selected circles of constant latitude. (References 

include Tasuhara, Kanide and Akasofu fl975j, and Tasuhara and 

Akasofu C19773). Tasuhara et al. (1975) start .with 7* j = -Overt» tut 

they assume a nonzero value for Overt only along two circles of 

constant, latitude. Except for these two circles, they take V. j = 0, 

where j is the ionospheric current. They then separate this equation 

into its 0 and £ (colatitude and longitude) parts, and introduce a 

current function «T, where £«(7J) X er*Vx(Jer)« These authors solve 

j = -£»(7V) for a given distribution of Overt» and Hall and Pedersen 

conductivities (£H, andXp) since -Overt* Ohiform conductivities 

are assumed in each of the three regions considered. Thus, they have 

the potential and with this, J can be found* Lastly, -the relationship 

between jvert and stream lines of constant J is found. The distri¬ 

bution used for Overt vs. fi is shown in Figure 9» • There is no 

accounting for the dependence of conductivity on local time. This 

thesis differs from this model by using a region a few degrees wide 

where Birkeland current can flow, and allowing for the nonconstant 

conductivity as local time changes* A sinusoidal dependence for Overt 

is used in the first portion of the present approach. Also, the 

magnitude of the horizontal current is linked to the magnitude of the 

Birkeland current. As will be discussed in Chapter II, a method of 

undetermined coefficients is used, which links the magnitudes of 
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Longitudinal Distribution 
 Poleward 
 Equatorward 

Figure 9. The longitudinal dependence of field-aligned current 

in the Yasuhara et al. (1975) scheme. 
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Ôvert 811(1 i *y a se’*: oi six equations and six unknowns. These six 
«%r 

unknowns can be determined from the boundary conditions. 

Other attempts (Maltsev, Leontyev and Lyatskiy P973J» Iwasaki 

and Hishida C19671» Yasyliunas D 9701 ) have used boundary conditions 

similar to V = Y0sin^ (V0<0) for the equatorward boundary of the high 

latitude auroral zone. Significantly, while other studies have either 

assumed a particular charge or potential distribution along certain 

latitude circles (or points) to solve Laplace’s equation or assumed 

particular field-aligned current distribution along chosen latitude 

circles, this thesis allows for a small '’band" of field-aligned current 

and uses boundary conditions. Thus, other studies have allowed for 

only "one driving source”. That is, either a boundary potential is 

controlled as input to the model or jvert i
3 controlled as input. 

Here, in the first portion of the thesis, boundary conditions are 

specified and then j7ert 
1-3 allowed to be specified, only within two 

undetermined coefficients, which are then linked to other undetermined 

coefficients, and are calculated as part of the model. 

Since the Tasuhara et al. (1975) investigation, there have been 

similar efforts, including Tasuhara and Akasofu (1977), Gizler, 

Semenov and Troshichev (1973)* Nisbet, Killer and Carpenter (1978), 

Hopper and Carovillano (1978,1979)* and Karnide and Matsushita (1979a, 

1979b). However, these are all variations on the same theme. Gizler, 

Semenov and Troshichev (1978) use a conductivity model accounting for 

seasonal changes and varying levels of magnetic activity. Field- 

aligned currents in the model (based on observations of Iijima and 
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Potemra) are dependent on local time and different conditions of 

magnetic activity. Gimler et al. solve the divergence equation with 

an appropriate boundary condition on potential at the equator. With 

a global potential pattern, ionospheric electric fields and currents 

are calculated. Nisbet,. Miller, and Carpenter (1978) solve for the 

potential numerically by taking an averaged form of Iijiaa and 

Potemra (1976) observations as input; to the current conservation 

equation. Features due to seasonal changes are also treated. Hopper 

and Carovillano (1978*1979) use a Birkeland current model (as input) 

based on the satellite observations reported by Iijima and 

Potemra (1976)» but consider Birkeland current only on arcs of 

constant latitude, witlx a longitudinal extent of 132°. Their method 

also involves a latitudinal and local time dependent (empirical) 

ionospheric conductivity model. The divergence equation is numerically 

solved for potential, which is then used to infer ionospheric electric 

fields and currents. Kaxaide and Matsushita (1979a, 1979b) consider an 

exponential dependence of Birkeland current on latitude and local time, 

extending from 20° to 30° in colatitude. Assuming a conductivity 

also dependent on latitude and local time, they use numerical methods 

to solve the divergence equation for potential with appropriate 

boundary conditions at the poles and equator. Kamide and Matsushita 

first treat, a single set of Birkeland currents, but also investigate the 

more correct double set; as input, to their model. In Sbpper and. 

Carovillano (1978,1979)* and Kamide and Matsushita (1979a, 1979b), both, 

quiet and disturbed conditions are considered. 
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Tolland (1979) studies an approach which is the reverse of that 

taken by other investigators* Most researchers in this area start 

with conductivity and Birkeland models as input to the current 

conservation (divergence) equation, in order to solve for the 

potential* Then, ionospheric electric fields and currents are easily 

calculated. In contrast to this, Tolland uses direct observational 

data to provide a model of electric field distribution. Then, along 

with the current conservation equation, relating ionospheric and field- 

aligned current, he assumes a uniform, although different, conductivity 

inside and outside the auroral zone (discussed in the nert section) to 

calculate field-aligned currents» Thus, Tolland never encounters the 

problem that field-aligned currents are inferred only indirectly by 

observations of magnetic fields due to these currents. 

In these earlier approaches, "typical'* or "average* conditions of 

magnetic activity are treated, and only a general comparison with, 

data i3 possible. Other investigators also use an average Birkeland 

current distribution «is input, with a relatively crude conductivity 

model. This method can give very incorrect- electric fields, and this 

problem is encountered by all the above treatments, with the 

exception of Tolland. The model in this thesis connects to the larger 

Rice University computer^-simulation program, which does detailed 

simulations of individual events, for a more precise comparison with 

various types of data. This present method combines the hitter 

latitude model with the computer simulation of the inner magnetosphere, 

using, polar cap potential drop and fairly realistic conductivity as 

input, and calculating Birkeland current, thus improving on the 
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accuracy of previous efforts (in most respects)* Also, earlier 

studies do not include the most recent Air Force S3—2 satellite data 

on Birkeland current and electric field to provide detailed analysis of 

the relative locations of region-t Birkeland currents and field 

reversals* 

D* Scope of Inquiry 

This investigation includes a solution of 7» j = -Overt» with, 

jj-r Z »E, for the potential, in a region approximately 70° to 75° in 

latitude, with assumptions on (radial horizontal current) and 

7 (potential) at the equatorward boundary of this region (one of 

Birkeland current) and an assumption on at the poleward boundary* 

The particular band chosen is in close proximity to the usually defined 

♦ 

auroral oval, which is (according to Feldstein (19633 ) « belt encircling 

the geomagnetic pole, with its center offset (about two degrees) 

toward midnight*. (See Figure 10)* This oval was originally 

statistically defined as the region of a largo frequency of occurrence 

of aurora (as deduced from all—sky photographs)* The area poleward of 

the auroral oval is usually referred to as the “polar cap'*, since the 

auroral oval approximately corresponds to the boundary of open field 

lines defining the polar cap region. (See Figure 2)* On the dusk 

side, the ionospheric area out of which region-1 currents flow 

corresponds to the brightest aurora and highest conductivity* 

Feldstein (1973) provides further discussion of the auroral oval* 

Birkeland current (jYert) is assumed to be independent of 

latitude within the modelling region, which is only a few degrees wide 
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DUSK 

Figure 10. 

NOON 

DAWN 

MIDNIGHT 

An idealized representation, showing the auroral 
oval. The coordinates are geomagnetic latitude 
and geomagnetic time (local solar time measured 
with respect to geomagnetic longitude). [Based on 
Figure 64 of Introduction to Ionospheric Physics, 
by Rishceth and Harriott (1969)3 . * ” 
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in latitude. (Appendix C contains a quantitative discussion of this 

assumption)• 

Time variations in the magnetic field are neglected, implying 

that there is no induction electric field ( Vx E -0). Neutral winds 

are also not considered, so that, j - TL *(E -t-vnxB), where vn=n. 

Conductivity is time dependent, hut independent of latitude within 

the thin band modelling region* 

Most important are the results of the portion of the research 

which involves calculation of horizontal ionospheric currents and 

electric fields* With these results, matching of theoretical ground 

magnetograms to data, as well as calculation of global Joule heating 

can be accomplished* L discussion of theoretical ground magnetograms 

is included in Chapter III, while general comments concerning Joule 

heating are provided here* Joule heating results are also presented 

in Chapter III* 

It has been established that Joule dissipation of electric fields 

in the proximity of the auroral oval provides for some thermospheric 

heating* Joule heating seems to be a "permanent feature" of the 

auroral oval region* Expansion of the oval, increase of potential 

drop, and increase of auroral enhancement of conductivity all go to¬ 

gether, along with an increase in total global heatings Thus, there 

is a link between magnetic disturbances and thermospheric heating 

( Banka Cl977] ) • Since 1973* there have been several observational 

studies of Joule heating of the thermosphere at high latitudes* 

Among these are Banks (19775, and Brekke and Rino (1979)* Theoretical 

studies of energy deposition in the high latitude thermosphere include 
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Cole (1975)» and. Straus (1978)» 

Clearly, Joule heating is interesting to consider since it is an 

important, energy source for one of the outermost parts of the 

atmosphere, the thermosphere. The thermosphere is usually character— 

ized by a rapid temperature rise from approximately 90 km to 200 km 

Caltitude). (Essentially, the atmosphere becomes isothermal above 

400 km in the exosphere). The neutral atmosphere above 100 km, then, 

is greatly influenced by the magnetosphere. Again, the ionosphere 

acts as a resistor, with the magnetosphere in control. 

Sere, the question concerning global energy transfer schematics 

in the magp.eto3phere-ionosphere-atmosphere system is of concern* One 

widely held idea is that the solar wind and magnetosphere give up 

energy to the atmosphere in substorms (bursts). As noted in 

Earel et al. (1980b), it seems that a better picture is provided if 

the situation is viewed as energy transfer mainly by Joule heating 

through a convection process, occurring all the time (with a noncort— 

stant rate). This thesis helps to make the Joule heating 

investigation of Uolf et al. moire global. 

E. Structure of Research 

This research is divided into two basic phases. Phase 1 

assumes a conductivity independent of local time, and uses a 

solution of six equations, and six unknowns to solve for coefficients 

to determine jyert (Birkeland current) and potential. One then 

infers J^,, (horizontal ionospheric electric field components), 

ôjS (horizontal ionospheric current components), total east-west 
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currentsTotcur -and Joule heating =JC£*E)y><y. (Variables 

p, and £ have the usual definitions for a flat, cylindrical 

coordinate system)* This portion of the investigation considers a 

latitude band of arbitrary constant width* 

phase 2 uses knowledge gained in the first phase, to make certain 

observations concerning the radial dependences of E^> and E^. One 

can then directly solve for Tot cur and Joule heating, and use a 

current continuity equation to solve for jvert* This phase allows 

for longitudinal variation of conductivity. Phase 2 is the "thin 

band approximation"'* 

A comparison of these two approaches is made* Then, models of 

ground magnetic variations and calculations of Joule heating, based 

heavily on the computations of phase 2, are provided for the substorm 

event of 19 September 1976, once the horizontal ionospheric currents 

and electric fields are theoretically established. 



II.. PHASE ONEs 
"SEIÜLTANEOÜS EQUATIONS*’ METHOD 

A. Background, Discussion 

In phase 1 of this research, an analytic approach is used, with 

simplifying assumptions as follows: 

(1) The polar cap is an insulator. (Here, **polar cap1* refers 

to the ionosphere poleward of the poleward boundary of region-one 

Birkeland current). Calling the poleward boundary of region-one *rb", 

this assumption implies that radial current at^»«b i3 zero. 

(2) The potential and radial current at the equatorward boundary 

of region-one (^>=a) are specified, presumably on the basis of previous 

modelling of region-two. As a first approximation, both the potential 

and radial current are taken to be simple trigonometric functions of 

jrf, where j6 is positive eastward of noon. 

(3) The conductivity is given by the tensor form: 

where Zpis the Pedersen conductivity and TH is the Hall conductivity. 

(ZP> and are height integrated). Here, is assumed to be a 

constant independent of the radial distance and jtf. (CXpl = mhos). 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the basic condition to use 

is that the divergence of the horizontal current is equal to the 

negative of the Birkeland current, V<*j= —Avert* (This is a two- 

dimensional divergence). The parameter jvert is taken to be positive 

when current is directed upward, i.e. out of the ionosphere. The 

horizontal current is height integrated, implying units of current per 

length. Birkeland current is measured in units of usual current 
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density here, i.e., current per length squared* Physically, this 

equation says that, the sum of the rates of change of the horizontal 

current in the radial and azimuthal (/$) directions is just equal to the 

vertically directed current*. She negative sign appears since horizon¬ 

tal currents which have a negative divergence correspond to horizontal 

currents into the region, which in turn are directed upward. Birkeland 

currents, directed downward (i*e*, negative) correspond to a positive 

(i.e*, horizontally out of the boundary) divergence. 

Continuing with the differential equation, and adding the fact 

that; j= 2 *E, where j is height integrated (and the elements in the 

conductivity tensor are alo height integrated), one get3 

y.(|»E)r-jvert. (11*1) 

As usual, E = -W, implying that 

V-(Z*7V) divert» (H.2) 

For the moment, consider an "x,y'r coordinate system and write this 

equation in component fora so that one can see an important, 

~y]=3vert. 

•y ' 

(H*3) 

simplification in the case of uniform conductivity. Then, 

( J- MA ( ( ** 
' w */' \-SH V'fc 

implying 

h*'#7* & ^%5V_ ^ (n.4) 

Assume !LP,ZLM independent of position (i.e., are uniform) to get 

2„lÿv"fcv)siv*rt' (II-5) 

But, (VxE) = 0. 

Thus, Zip (“T+ 'fy»^V=jvert , which can be written 

3vert« (II.6) 
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This is similar to Poisson’s equation, V2V = -yV€o (well known in 

electrostatics), and one expects to use methods similar to those used 

in solving Poisson’s equation. 

To summarize the problem, Figure 11 is presented. As an 

approximation, the polar cap i3 taken to be flat. (The center of the 

circle remains unspecified until later merging with lower latitude 

work. See Chapter III, section F). The region ^<b corresponds to 

an insulator. The boundary conditions are 

(1) dp - 0 atf s b; 

(2) 7= y0sin/rf at f = a, (70 C C) ; 

(5) dp = disin*$ +j2
cos^ at jp = a, (dt<0, j2>0). 

The equation of interest is Eq. (II.6). So far, nothing has been 

discussed concerning the form of dvert* One assumes that jYert is 

given by: 

dvert= /W) for *<f < a, 

where ^(/)=o(cos/J+ ^gsin^. That-is, in the region of interest, 

b<f < a, Overt = °^cosf6+ ftaia.fi, (Boundary conditions eventually 

determine « and £ ). Now, a solution of XPV
Z7s Overt is needed 

(with above assumptions and boundary conditions) for 7. 

B. Solution of the Divergence Equation 

A two dimensional cylindrical coordinate system is used. That is, 

p and fi are the two variables of interest. Once the potential i3 

found, one can calculate the electric field. From this, the 

horizontal current can be inferred. Finally, total east-west current 
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Dusk 

4 

Figure 11. 

t 
Sun 

Dawn to dusk electric field 

Polar view, illustrating definitions of variables 

used in the model. 
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and global Joule heating can be calculated. 

The solution of the equation, 2pV*V- j-^ert» best found by- 

first solving the homogeneous equation by separation of variables. 

The problem then reduces to finding a solution of V*7=0, in a two 

dimensional cylindrical coordinate system. Writing out " V2 ", 

y-V , _L-3V + _ n 
if* f if pl B0* - U ’ 

(II.7) 

The most general solution to the homogeneous equation, V1 Y - 0, is 

t/6) = (Af + B yo"')cos^ •+• (Df ■+■ S )sin^. (II.8) 

For the inhomogsiwous equation, one seeks a solution of the form 

,/0 = g(^J )cos/(5 •+• f(^3 ) sin/5. The general solution of the 

homogeneous equation corresponds to g(^ )= kp ■+ Byj- * aud 

f (jO )- D^> + ad¬ 

equation gives: 

Adding on one solution of the inhomogsntous 

Sp-' + ^f1- , anj 

gz V+l + 

Thus, the total solution to Eq. (II.6) is 

V‘(p,0)-L(Ap+,+Bp~'+fzpf
1')cosfi+{tf,+Ef',+4£/.f

Z')sir'^ (II*9) 

for (a <p < b). 

Since the region (p> < b) is approximated as an insulator, this 

thesis does not treat that region. 

C. Application of Boundary Conditions 

ITow, the boundary conditions need to be applied. First, one 

needs the electric field: 

QA-ty-l + , (11.10) 
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and 

(ll.11) 

The radial current is 

tf- XpS^, •+• so that. 

If - + Ü>-ep-* + §^f)*‘"0] 

+ rHC(A-»-Bp“1+ + )co5 0J . 
Applying Zf — 0 at.^=bf and setting sine and cosine terms 

separately equal to zero, one obtains 

- 2M(D + £b'1+ b) = 0 

from the cosine terms, and 

-Z,(B-£b'V §£ t) + ^(A-Bb'^^b) = 0 

from the sine terms. 

Another boundary condition is V= V0sin4 at p =. a. Setting 

cosine and sine terms respectively equal to 0 and 70, one finds 

(Aa + Ba-'+£-aa)aO (II.16) 

from the cosine terms, and 

(Da* Ea-'+^a1) =70 (11.17) 

from the sine terms. 

The third boundary condition iss 

(f- a) =• jisinjrf + Ô2cos^. 

Setting-cosine and sine terms respectively equal to j2 <3* Ô1 for (p ■=. a.) 

by using Eq. (11.13)» one obtains 

-Ip(A-Ba-x+f|a) -^(D + Ea'1^^) = j* (II.18) 

from the cosine terms, and 

-Ip (D-Ear* + ZH (A 
+Bd"*+|^>a-)= 

from the sine terms. 

(11.12) 

(11.13) 

(11.14) 

(11.15) 

(11.19) 
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There are now six equations and six unknowns. Equations 

(11.14 to 11.19) must be solved simultaneously. The goal is to solve 

for A, B, oc, D, E, andyS in terns of 70, jt, 02* » Xp» a» 

and b. 

D. Expressions for the Coefficients 

It is instructive to think of this problem in matrix form, 

a3 shown in Table 1. Obviously, this is not trivial to solve. One 

saves some trouble by redefining the coefficients in terms of 

dimensionless quantities. 

First, note the units of the coefficients, as listed in Table 2. 

The dimensionless quantities in terms of the original quantities are 

given by equations (11.20) to (11.29) as follows: 

D» = Hi , 
To 

(11.20) 

E»_ _JL 

“ V0a’ 
(11.21) 

(11.22) 

A» Aa 

~ Vo ’ (11.23) 

B‘ - B » 
~ V0a 

(11.24) 

*aX * 
Vo 

(11.25) 

J 1-Jla , 

Vo 
(11.26) 

J2*JISL » 
Vo (11.27) 
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Table 1 

Problem of Siz Simultaneous Equations 

in Matrix Form 

D E -P A B cx constant 

0 0 0 a 
-1 a 

a2 

3 Ip 
0 

a 
-1 

a 
2 a 

3ZP 
0 0 0 7o 

-ip -2b 
5 

ZH b-2r„ 
bSM 

3lp 
0 

-IH -b-2zH 
—b ZM 

3 1, 
-ip b”2IP 

-2b 
3 

0 

-I. -2r 
a 2LP 

1* 

IH a"2ZH 
arH 

3 Ip h 

-1H 
-2~- 

-a ZH 
—a 2Ü, 
3ZP 

“IP a-2ZP 
-2a 

3 J2 
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Table 2 

Units of the Coefficients 

Coefficient 

D 

£ 

A. 

B 

oi 

Units of 

Electric field 

(Electric field) . (length)2 

2 
Current / (length) 

Electric field 

2 
(Electric field) • (length) 

Current / (length)2 
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, and (11.28) 

. (11.29) 

The goal changes slightly. Now, one strives for D‘, E1, ^ •, A*, B*, 

and « ’ in terms of J-j, J2* ami A*. 

Taking the original six equations and rewriting them in terns of 

the dimensionless coefficients, one makes a new "matrix" as given in 

Table 3» Using Gauss elimination, changing the order of the equations, 

and using: 

New eq. 2 = (-line 3) +• line 5» 

New eq. 5 — (R*(line 2)+line 6) + line 1, and 

New eq. 3 = (-(line 6) +■ line 4) - R*(New eq. 2), 

while leaving lines 1, 2, 3 as above, one obtains Table 4. Bien, from 

equations 1 through 6 of Table 4t 

B> = \ (x +J2 + S) , (11.30) 
-J 

A' = j t J-j + R) * (11.31 ) 

2P 

(a-b) 

f=[(^)(Trr-](i^+T‘+R>)
+ Hnr-y-k~T]’ (I1*32) 

f (r + + h Rw *T)(ïQ ,CI1-55> 

-^<fc))r+4(r+^ + R) 
(11.54) 
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Table 3 

Unitles3 Fera of the Matrix 

Line D' E1 
/ A' 31 0(‘ constant 

1 0 0 0 1 1 1/3 0 

2 t 1 1/3 0 0 0 1 

3 -1 
2 a 

V2 

-2b 

3a 
R 

2 

\ R 
b^ 

bR 

3a 
0 

4 —R 
2 -bR -1 a2 

O 
-2b 

0 
b2 3a b2 3a 

5 -1 1 -2/3 R R (1/3) R J1 

-R -R •R/3 -1 1 •2/3 J2 6 
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Table 4 

Unitless Form of the Matrix 

After Gauss Elimination 

line 
number »• E' A' B' C*' Constant 

« 

equation 
number 

2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

3 

^2~&2 -2. ,2 2 
5 0 

b2 
0 

b^ 
jRA 2 

4 0 0 RA 0 
O n

2
 *2 

(1+R2) 
b* 

~A(R2-2) -J-jR-Jg 3 

JL 0 0 0 1 1 0 4 
3 

-1 
6 0 0 0 0 2 T J2+R 5 

2 -1 
2 a -2b R 

2 
2- R bR o • 6 

b2 3a b2 3a 
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Thus, the system is solved, with the exception of a specified «**. 

Clearly, one can eliminate all hat «• and a constant from equation 6. 

Omitting much, algebra involved, and using A - ^ a'^° j , the result is : 

(11*35) 

«r 

Rewriting the other five coefficients with A , instead of in 

terms of b*, and ax, one obtains equations (11*30 and 11*31), as well 

as the following three equationss 

(' )(M* R)) - fig*)] •«•*> 

E'= ¥' ^+R)+ (H.37) 

D' - -ft ï(*♦ ^ Ri +1 • 

(11.58) 

At this point, one should investigate limiting cases* Note that 

in the limit A << 1, (ar>b) jver^ = In dimensionless form, this is 

which is just JVERT- 
(a-b) 

jvert (^j/0) (a'k) = 9 

since JT3RT and 

JL = Tn _ —— jn. Thus, JTERT = -ifL » Setting cosine and sine terms on 
f r,T0 ^ A 

each side of this equation equal, this becomes 

OC* = 
(A«J) A 

(from the cosine terms), 

(11.39) 
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and 

S' = 'v 
<«U> * 

(from the sine terms)* 

Talcing the expression for « * in the limit, and using 

rjiiAVLl r -j_ , 
La-A)l-lJ “ L -2A+A1- 1 two 2* 

one obtains (from Eq. Cll.353)î 

(11.40) 

(11.41) 

Simplifying, this becomes: 

«• = = -x.. 

(11.42) 

(A«I) (A«0 

Thus, 
i _ ^ C* - -T- * 

(A«0 (11.43) 

Similarly, taking the egression for * in the limit, and using 

Eq*. (11.41)» one obtains (from Eq. Cll«361): 

(A«0 

Simplifying, this becomes: 

R»-X 
3 
/_ 5b. _ Jî "l 

R l Ai RA XJ 

(11.44) 

(A«0 

Thus, 

^'= -(x+ - i- - -i- • A (*«») A 

•ft1 - ”x • (II.45) 

So, cx » and p * reduce to the correct expressions uhea £*(= 1. 

That is, Eq. (11.39) i3 the same as Eq. (11.43). Also, Eq. (11.40) is 

the same as Eq. (11.45). 
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Eo Analytic Expressions for Pertinent Physical Quantities 

Since the coefficients have been obtained,. the next goal is to 

calculate analytic expressions for electric fields, currents, 

total east-west current, and Joule Eeatingo Omitting algebra, the 

expressions becomes 

E* = 4050 + -^- (Ap+ ByO"1 * 

jf * ” If (D - Ef~X+ ) 5.00 - 2p(A-Bf *Z -h 2=~f)tOî<j> 

“SL(D^>+ (Af + + , 

J*2 2H(D~ £p'2+-J!^)sf>\0 + S'HfA-B/>'1 + y^f)cos0 

— lif (D^-t c-oî,^+ (A^> + J^P
x) 

Totcur = I* = J* (- £HEf + X? àf 

= £(rH(DSïr\0 + Acos0) + Xf(hi in0 -D cos 0}) (a- bl 

-(-£„(£sm0+ ÊCOS0) + Sp(BSin0- S‘cos0')) (-Jr-'t') 

(^Sin0 + OCCÛS0) -»->(oCS«,r\0-^<U>s0)jf2^i!')3 ' aild 

Joule heating per /J s 

= C CfZP £(> + 2H E„) Ef * (-£„ E, ♦ ZP E*) E,] y>Jf 

=i;rpEVf . 
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Using the above expressions for electric field components, this iss 

Joule heating per /$ 

= X, K-) - 

(a*-\?)(1 + 35in-0) +Sé$ I + cos**) * 2^(cosfa'n*)) 

+ (lnT)(2.(D£-*ABXcos20)-4(D6+AE)(o3S?l5«-A*)') 

+ M)(f^0-3s.*n**) + ^(]-3css**) -^^(EcctB^) 

+ (*?){*£ ( I +5in1*) -e ^fl+cn<^) 

In unitless form, these equations are as follows, 

_ Wo-x 

" V.Sp 

: ot/costf + p'Si'n#». 

Birkeland currents JVERT = 

(11*46) 

Potentials POT s Vfy*»fll 
VÔ 

- [(o’i + E'f + f •g^5,'°*+(A'Jfe+B,f'+ol,§i)cos03* (II#47> 

Electric field radial components ER = I4&. 
Vo 

= -C(D,-^l+|êf,^ + ^,“^B'+%tet‘)cûs*3. CU.4S) 

Electric field azimuthal components EHH = g»°r 
V, 

= IrCD'+E'^: +^^,)cosÿ + (A' + 0'^ + -^§«i,)sm*3 . (11.49) 
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Horizontal current radial components JH = 5ft- 
r 

= L"(D'- E'*S )*»‘n d>-(h'-%■£*•') a>$t 

+ Rf(P‘ + ^E'+'%£-j3')cW+(A' + B'-^+^0l')5tn^)l * (Il4,5°) 

Horizontal current azimuthal components -TPFT - 3*°*- 
3ÿV. 

= [R(< 0'- £'f, * %£ f •) S,V>* +{ft' - B' i£, * % | * <) lost) 

Total east-west current: TOTCUE = 

■2pVo 

— [fR(D’5in(^+/Vco5^) + A1 Sût# -D'cash) A 

-(R(E'5i'n^ + B'CûS^») - &'S\r\<& +ElC05&)(-jzr^^l (11*52) 

+ (f (f'Sînt-Kt'ùOS#) + -£-(oC'sin<*+£'coSüS)) J . 

Joule heating per <5: JH = /fr ^ 
rFv„ 

(Il«53) 

+t~a.+k”(-^j~ 6+3siV(i) +^-(l + 3c.os*0) + 

+ A' B')(co$2.#)- 4(P‘B l+A* E.') tosçJsin^ 

+ A (T £'f (1 + | B 'A * ( I -3 toy*-!*) -(£'<■('-* B'£') Zcnsçl sfO0 ) 

+^^.jJ|-f,D,{J-+5ina^) + jAV(i+Cû$*-çzJ)+^a>s0Sintf (a1 (7'-t ^'A'))^* 
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F. Svaluation of Analytic Expressions and Graphical Presentation of 
Initial Results 

The expressions (equations 11.30, II.31 and 11.35» and 11.36 

through 11.38) for the six coefficients and equations (11.46 through 

11.53) for the eight physical quantities considered (vertical 

Birkeland current, potential, radial electric field, azimuthal 

electric field, radial current, azimuthal current, total east-west 

current, and Joule heating per azimuthal angle) were put in a 

computer program and analyzed for various input parameters. (For 

the program see appendix A). "Input parameters" refers to VQ, j-j, 

^2» 2H, St, and b. (Note that J7ERT, TOT CUR and JE are functions 

of jrf alone where the potential, electric field, and horizontal 

current are functions of bothpand />). In Table 5» "initial input 

parameters" is considered to be a run with moderate, expected average 

values for these parameters. 

For each of these runs, p was varied from a to b in steps of 

. p was varied from 0 to 2 IT in steps of IT/12. Thus, 

there are 11 different values of jo , and 25 different values of / for 

each of these f values. 

The "initial input parameters" case is graphed for local times 

equal to 1700(1.3090), 2100(2.3562), 300(3.9270), 800(5.2360). 

(Numbers in parenthesis correspond to / values). That is, the 

potential, radial and azimuthal electric fields, and radial and 

azimuthal horizontal currents, are graphed as a function of (j0/a) for 

these four values of LT. (There is one value of fi picked from each 

of the four quadrants). Also, azimuthal current vs. LT is graphed for 
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three different values of y. Finally, vertical current, total east- 

west current and Joule heating are presented as functions of local 

tine. (There is no radial dependence for vertical current, total 

east-west current, and Joule heating). 

For the runs where R = 3* A®.273 » and A =.0682, TOTCUR vs. LT 

and JHvs. LT are presented. 

(See Figures 12 to 20 for the graphs discussed above). 

In these figures, there is the sane general behavior for the four 

different local tines, with allowances for sign changes. In Figure 13» 

the radial electric field has an approximately linear dependence on 

radial distance. Next (Figure 14)» the azimuthal electric field is 

approximately constant across the band. In a thin band approximation, 

is constant, by Faraday's law. (These radial dependences of and 

will be discussed again in Chapter III). Y/ith these dependences on 

electric field, coupled with the relations 

= ZPEf +• £H2^ , and 

ùp =-rHEf + , 

it is clear that radial dependences of both, radial and azimuthal 

horizontal currents are expected to be as shown in Figures 15 and 16. 

Note the linear dependences. 

In Figures 17 through 20, the effects of assuming sinusoidal 

dependences of the equatorward boundary potential and radial horizontal 

current on local time are clear. (The unusual looking abscissa on all 

the local time plots follows from the definition of fS being measured 

eastward from noon. In terms of /, the abscissa 3imply runs from 

0 to 2w). 
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Figure 12. "Initial input parameters" case. Potential as a 

function of radial distance for LT = 1700 (o), 
2100 (x), 0300 (A), 0800 (o). 
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Figure 13. "Initial input parameters" case. Radial electric 

field as a function of radial distance, for 

LT a 1700, 2100, 0300, 0800 as in Figure 12. 
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Figure 14. "Initial input parameters" case. Azimuthal electric 

field as a function of radial distance, for LT = 1700, 
2100, OJOO, 0800 as in Figure 12. 
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Figure 15. "Initial input paramaters" case. Radial horizontal 
current as a function of radial distance, for 
LT = 1700, 2100, 0300, 0800 as in Figure 12. 
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Figure 16, "Initial input parameters" case. Azimuthal 

horizontal current as a function of radial distance 

for LT = 1700, 2100, 0300, 0800 as in Figure 12. 
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LT 

Figure 17* "Initial input parameters" case. Azimuthal current 
as a function of local time for p - .195 x 10^m(o)f 

.205 x 107m(x), .217 x 107m(A). 
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LT 

Figure 18. "Initial input parameters" case. Birkeland (vertical) 
current as a function of local time. 
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LT 

Figure 19» Total east - west current as a function of local 
time, for "initial input parameters" case (a), 
R = 3(x), *= .275(û), A= .0682(a). 
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Figure 20. Joule heating (per Aj6) as a function of local time, 

for "initial input parameters" case, R = 3* A - .273» 
A = .0682 as in Figure 19. 12). 
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In Figure 19» tripling the Hall conductivity produces an 

increased electrojet which can be approximately accounted for by the 

increased Cowling conductivity. To establish the fact that this model 

can be fairly well approximated by a simple Cowling conductivity 

picture (with no current flowing into the band), the following example 

is given. (See Chapter II, section I for more discussion of 

"electrojet” and the simple Cowling conductivity band picture). If 

one uses the relation for Totcur provided from the Cowling conductivity 

picture, 

so that TOTCUR is expected to increase approximately by a factor of 5* 

An approximate reading of Figure 19 (at midnight) yields a ratio of 

•= 4*67 ~ 5» Furthermore, from Totcurs0*^^.^ x x (bandwidth), 

it is expected that doubling the bandsize would double the electrojet 

and halving the bandsize would halve the electro jet. From Figure 19, 

it is clear that this is approximately true. 

The dependences of Joule heating on conductivity and bandwidth are 

wVt AWÛ "I f ^ O ^ 4-V. /SV1 -P/s «ft +■ V\ H 4 v»*î *♦*■» 1 ft 4 ft ^ iftQ 

approximately the same as those for total east-west current, as 

evidenced by Figure 20 (at midnight). In the simple Cowling 

conductivity picture (where j^(a) = 0), 
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2 

JH per length =■ ^£0W2.ing x x (bandwidth), so this is consistent» 

(See Chapter II, section I). Note that: 

jy>(a,0) = j^in^ + jgCos# where ^ = -,45amp/m and j2 - .10^. 

In unitless form, this is JR(a,^i) = 1.24sin/S - .28cosj6 . Comparison 

of this function to the plotted form of JPHI(/,/>) for various in 

Figure 17 shows that JPHIty>,0) is considerably greater than JR(a,/) 

for all p, Furthermore, since JRfy>,0) is the greatest in magnitude at 

the equatorward boundary (a), and equal to aero at the poleward 

boundary (b), with a linear dependence on f across the band, JR(a,£) 

provides the maximum values that JR(f,p) ever has. Thus, the maximum 

value of JR(p,tf) remains small compared to the maximum value of 

JPHI(y>,j6). This helps to explain the fact that there is fair 

agreement (to within ~20?o) with the simple Cowling conductivity 

picture (where there is no horizontal radial current flowing into the 

hand). 

G» General Discussion of Initial Results 

One can check to see if the original differential equation is 

satisfied by checking 

. 
andC JR = SR +• R(SPHI) 

(JPHI = EPHI - R(ER) 

for an arbitrary p, and j6. (This, in fact, works quite well). 

The signs for the eight important quantities resulting from the 

approach taken above are consistent with the "real" magnetosphere. 

The basic ideas are illustrated in Figure 21 (where just the npn 
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Symbol Explanation Sign Reason for sign as pictured 

* 
Agiym^Vin.^ 
Electric 
Field 

ry 
Dawn to dusk electric field. 

T Potential ü Same as for Eg. 

* 

Radial 
Electric 
Field Oe 

* 0 at boundary implies 
3^* ~3* (for ZH= £P ). 

^▼ert 
Birkaland 
Current w Discussed in introduction* 

Radial 
Horizontal 
Current 

In the simple picture, jp 
has a sign negative to 
that of jTert. 

b 

A TA 

Horizontal 
Current c~y j, o< -23^ — 23^ , 

(for ZM . x, ). v_y© 
Totcur 

Total Eastward 
Current 
(integrated across 
the hand) 

ry* Same sign as yje 
Figure 21. Signs of seven physical quantities, schematic. 

(Polar view). 
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dependence is treated). Note that Figure 21 shows "real" sign 

dependences, which are all the negative of printout values graphed in 

Figures 12 to 20, since is taken to be a negative quantity. (Joule 

heating is, of course, always positive for any local time). If the 

magneto spheric electric field is not really dawn to dusk, all the 

features expressed in Figure 21 would be shifted somewhat in local time. 

Evidence for a potential distribution rotated one to two hours toward 

eairlier times (than the one presented here) has recently been 

investigated. In the case of a shifted potential, the Birkeland 

current would be rotated clockwise one or two hours in local time, so 

that tha pattern would be symmetric about noon. 

To check if current is indeed conserved, consider the expression: 

{ (T.tcur.,,- TAurJ - + j,„£ (area) } . 

Dividing by this becomes: 

ATotcM.r at a) • a 

(f direction) (radial direction) (2 direction) 

Looking at this for a certain pt one finds that there is nice agreement 

with printout values. 

H. Expression for Total Joule Heating for Phase One 

At this point, one can discuss an easy way to calculate an 

approximate value for Joule heating in watts. Clearly JH vs. p 

exhibits sin2^ dependence. From Eq.(11*53) previously, 

2 2 
JH - Acos f + 3sin ft ■+■ Csinf> coaf + D. 

9 ~ 

Thus, ~ = A 42"
|B + ^ A ~ QosZf 3in2f ■+■ D, which is 

]vert ~ 0* 
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equivalent to 

7 = + V * VSin&f + &) . 

Then, unitless JH = £' f (0)Aj> * £* ( TT + ° + D'Sin ^ ^ 

= ( &-+-£• + 2-w. 

ÎTote: f*f(0)dÿ s (Avg4l-rr 
*0 Co,ztrj 

fCOtax + Mia) £J(2TT)\ 

“[ 2 J 2 
But, Joule heating in watts is equal to (unitless JH)(Z,Y0 )® Sc, 

Joule heating in watts is equal to 

[(:,!az+ Min) on JH vs. 4>\,n , „t, 
2  v^TrZpV0 ; (11.54) 

I* Initial Results for Values of Total Bast-West Current and Total 
Joule Heating 

One can find total east-west current in amps as 

I = [ Max T0TCUR(from TOTCUR vs. f> graph)] (ZfV0). (11.55) 

Some results, using equations (11.54) and (11.55) are presented in 

Table 6. 

In Table 6, the term Melectrojetwis used. The electrojet is the 

westward or eastward flowing ionospheric current. By a simple Cowling 

conductivity example (with no radial current flowing into the band), 

it is seen that the electric field along the band intensifies the 

electrojet. (Hishida, 1978). Assume a model as diagrammed in Figure 

22. Ix corresponds to j^>, and Iy corresponds to j^ in the following. 

With Ix = 0 (corresponding to no radial current), we have 

Ix = XpBjr + Z*Ey = 0, implying that Ex = - |r-Ey. 

Then, Iy = ZpEy-^rlpSy-H gfiy, so that Iy = (Zp + fj-)Ey. Thus, it 

appears that the Cowling conductivity is also important to consider as 
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Table 6 

Initial Results Concerning 

Joule Heating and Electrojet 

Run 
number 

1 

2 

5 

Input Parameters Joule Heating Electrojet 

(vratts) 
See Sq. (11.54) 

(amps) 
See Eq.(11.55) 

(Initial input 
parameters). 

R - 1, A =*136 
.699 x 1011 -2.36 x 105 

R = 3* A = .136 2.87 x 1011 -11.22 x 105 

R = 1, A =.273 
(Doubles band size) 

1.57 x 1011 -5.17 x 105 

R = 1, A = .0682 .329 x 1011 -1.12 x 105 
(Halves band size) 

7 



I ̂ x Csouthward) 
♦. V.V.V 

v’v.v.t 

kmm 

'• ''••• ; -i- •V;-:rr? v.-.v-’ • ■ 

zCupward) ^Kwestward) 

Region of enhanced 
conductivity 

®B 

Figure 22. Definition of variables used in simple Cowling 
conductivity example. 
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playing a role in the formation of the electro jet. In this picture, 

Joule heating is given by: 

From Table 6, a westward electrojet at midnight is apparent, as 

expected. (Maximum current occurs approximately at midnight. See 

Figure 19). The physical significance of the changing values in Table 
4 

6 has already been discussed in Chapter II, section F where values 

predicted from the simple Cowling conductivity approach were compared 

to values read off the TOTCUR (Figure 19) and JH (Figure 20) graphs. 

J. Improvements Needed in the Model 

There are three problems with this model: 

i) Realistic boundary conditions are not used. 

ii) The inner polar cap is not a perfect insulator. 

iii) andX„ are not independent of -p or f> as assumed. The p n 

azimuthal dependence is more important here, since there is a definite 

day-night asymmetry in conductivity, as would be expected. (That is, 

Z is not uniform, as assumed). 
F 

Probably i) is not a big problem, since observational data do 

indicate basically simple trigonometric dependence (at least to "first 

order") on j£, for potential and radial current at the equatorward 

boundary of region one (i.e., f- a.). However, a big improvement on 

boundary conditions allowed is made in the next phase. In Chapter III, 

boundary conditions for the potential and radial current at -f- a are 
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allowed, to be any function of A* 

Data indicate that the polar cap is a very good, albeit inperfect, 

insulator, so ii) is also not a stumbling block. But, the problem of 

day-night asymmetry in the conductivity still remains to be treated. 

To solve Eq.(II.2) for asymmetric conductivity elements in X could be 

a grand undertaking if simplifying assumptions are not made. Ho longer 

is separation of variables applicable. 

In Chapter III, conductivity is allowed to be dependent on local 

time, but a "thin band" is assumed. A "trade-off" in assumptions made 

is forced upon the situation in order to find a solution. 



III. PH1S3 TV/O: 
"TSIÎI 3J0VD APFROXEIiTION" 

JL, Background Discussion 

This chapter considers the addition of day-night asymmetry in the 

conductivity, is discussed in the concluding remarks of Chapter II, 

V* (S *VT) = 3vert cannot he solved analytically for asymmetric 

conductivity elements in I as was done before since separation of 

variables is no longer applicable, in investigation into possible 

numerical methods shows that this is not a fruitful approach. The 

analytical method need not be abandoned, but, assumptions must be 

changed. In this chapter, we let 2Tp= 1,05) and TH-ZHW* but 

assume a thin conducting band, i.e., (—5—)« 1 • ^ore general 

boundary conditions are used, but the assumption that the polar cap 

is a perfect insulator remains unchanged. 

B. adressions for Radial and Izicruthal Electric fields 

ITrom phase 1, it is clear that 5* is approximately independent 

of f. JLLso, 3^ is approximately a linear function off . (See 

ligures 15 and 14)» Ibr a thin band, it is expected that Sp be 

independent off since Vx3= 0 implies (by Stokes* law) that J"3*dl=0. 

With these observations, there is no need to find the potential a3 a 

general function of f and jS, Sere, the boundary conditions are: 

(t) Y= YW aft f= a, 

(2) if = g(d) at p — a, and 

(5) it-0 at- f-b. 

(111.1) 

(111.2) 

(111.3) 
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Tram Eq. (III.l), the asimuthal electric field can be written 

E,V.*> = -#l?s (IIW) 

implying 

(III.5) -O'-"-'" a. d0 

(Uote that since a thin "band is assumed, 3q. (III.4) satisfies the 

condition that S0 remain approximately constant across the band). 

Also, 3^, is approximately a linear function of p , so that it can 

be written: 

E,W>= E,(b.fl£g + E>.*)£g - (in. 6) 

where 3^00,0) and E)i,(a,0) are boundary conditions which can be 

calculated from Sq. (1X1*1) to (III.3) above. To find an expression 

for SQ (b,0), the radial ionospheric current is evaluated at = b. 

This is written as: 

3/>(M> = Zp(s6)E,a,0)+ ZM(0)E*U,0)* (IH.7) 

But, fy(b,0)sO is a boundary condition, so that 

Effb,0)= -g^,Ee(b,0) . (m.8) 

ïïith Eq. (III.4) evaluated at ^ = b, this becomes 

Ep( b, 0) = • <m-5) 

To find an expression for 3p(a,0), the radial ionospheric current is 

evaluated at a. 

Thus, 

-î.fa- T..(A\'F*(A.û) 
(III.10) 

r, -n,(0)E*(a,0) , 

implying 

r / *\- S„(0)-ir^1] 

xf(^) 
So, an analytic expression for 3^>(^,0) can be calculated using 

3q.(III.6 ), Eq.(III.9), and Sq.(lII.11). 

(III.11) 



C* «jalons for Total Bast-West Current. Joule Heating. and 
Birkeland Current 

From a knowledge of Sf(ftP)t and total east-west current 

and Joule heating can be calculated. 

Totcur = j$±p 

After algebra, this becomes: 

Totcur = 2Tp(0) ^33^ 1" \ -Z„(*) ( ^bâhML*)) (a-b') . 

(111*12) 

Application of Eq.(III.9) and (111*11) to 3q. (111*12) exhibits Totcur 

as essentially the sum of two terms. One is dependent on g(^), and the 
M(4>) 

other on . A discussion of which term is predominant is given in 

Chapter III, section ?. 

Joule heating per unit p is given by: 

J2 = £ % (P) 

(C£fCf,*n* + 

After algebra, this becomes: 

JS * 

E^fb, d (<1+ u-aDv a,0)P- 

+ iiuT(4V^') (ef<'>,«,)-E^Ca.,(6))’'] . (III.13) 
With a knowledge of total azimuthal current and radial current at 

a, Birkeland current can be calculated from current conservation. Brora 

the discussion of current conservation in Chapter II, section G: 



B», 2(A^ssr + g»va) _ 
  3v"1 
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(111*14) 

Clearly, an improvement has "been made over the approach used in 

phase 1. Here, given longitudinal dependent expressions for potential 

at j>- a, radial current at a, and conductivity, one has formulae 

for total east-west current, Joule heating, and Birkeland current. 

(See Bq. (III.12) to (III.14)). 

D. Cogroarison of Phase One and Phane Two Values for Total Bast-TTest 
Current » Joule Heating, and Birkeland Current 

The calculation of values for JVert» Moteur, and J3 has been 

incorporated into a program, which is included in Appendix B. For this 

program, (0) = Y0sin/S, where Y0 < 0, and g(/5) = jg
008^ + j-jsfn^, where 

J-j < 0, and ^2^ ® for comparison to phase t calculations. The output 

from this program is included in Table 7« Also, for comparison, the 

results from phase 1 calculation ("initial parameters" case) are 

presented in a similar form. (See Table 8). These data are also 

shown in graphs. (See Figures 23, 24, and 25)• Good agreement (to 

within ~5$) between phase 1 and 2 calculations indicates that phase 2 

is a useful approximation., 

B. nature of Total Bast-West Current and Birkeland Current 

Dependences 

To investigate the nature of the dependences of total east-west 

current (Totcur(/S)), and 3irkeland current (jvert(jfr)) on radial 

current at f~<x t as well as the potential at <x , results for two 

important cases were obtained. The program was used with VQ = 0, 

leaving all other input values as in the "initial parameters" case, 
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Table 7 

Initial Parameters Case 

( Phase 2 Calculations ) 

V Z -80,000 volts 

S, - --45 amp / n 

amp / m 
,6 

32 = -10 
a = 2«2 x 10" m 

b = 1.9 x 106 m 

ZH = 2P = 10 mhos 

PHI TOTCUR (amp / m) JE (watts) JVERT (amp / m ) 

0.0 .21999 X 106 
.16637 X 1011 —.46656 X 10‘6 

.2244 .22949 X 100 .17962 X 1011 
-.17729 X 10-7 

.4438 .22749 X 106 .17804 X 1011 .43199 X 10“6 

.6732 .21408 X 106 
.16193 X 1011 .86005 X 10-6 

.8976 .18993 X 106 
.13449 X 1011 .12450 X 10-5 

1.1220 .15626 X 106 .10114 X 1011 
.15675 X 10“5 

1.3464 .11476 X 106 .68503 X 1010 .18114 X io“5 

1.5708 .67500 X 105 
.43031 X 1010 

.19645 X io“5 

1.7952 .16856 X 105 
.29773 X 1010 .20190 X io”5 

2.0196 -.34633 X 105 
.31355 X 1010 .19724 X 10”5 

2.2440 —.84385 X 105 .47464 X 1010 .18268 X io”5 

2.4684 -.12991 X 106 .74908 X 1010 .15896 X 10“5 

2.6928 -.16891 X 106 

6 
.10825 X 

11 10 
11 

.12727 X io“5 

—6 
2.9172 -.19945 X 10 014089 X 10 .89200 X 10 
3.1416 -.21999 X 106 .16637 X 

11 10 .46656 X 10-« 

Since TOTCUR, JH, and JYERT are periodic functions of angles 

3*3660 to 6.832 can be surmised from above. 
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Table 8 

Initial Parameters Case 

( Phase 1 Calculations ) 

V = -80,000 volts o 
= -.45 amp / m 

j2 s .10 amp / m 

a = 2.2 x 10^ m 

b « 1.9 x 106 a 

Th- Tp - 10 mhos 

PHI TOTCUR (amp / m) JH (watts) JYSRT (amp / nr) 

0.0 .23003 X V? .18248 X 1011 
-.44391 X 10**6 

.2244 .23605 X 106 .19008 X 1011 .86498 X 10"8 

.4488 .23024 X 106 .18206 X 1011 .46078 X io“6 

.6732 .21289 X 106 .16001 X 1011 .88980 X 10"6 

.3976 .18486 X 106 
.12829 X 1011 .12742 X 10"5 

1.1220 .14756 X 106 
.93197 X 1010 

.15947 X 10~5 

1.3464 .10286 X 106 .61672 X 1010 
.18353 X 10"5 

1.5708 .53006 X 105 .39961 X 1010 .19838 X 10-5 

1.7952 .49198 X 105 
.32364 X 1010 .20328 X 1o“5 

2.0196 -.52047 X 105 .40386 X 1010 
.19799 X 10“5 

2.2440 -.10198 X 106 .62438 X 1010 .18278 X 10“5 

2.4684 -.14679 X 106 .94152 X 1010 
.15839 X 10-5 

2.6928 -.18425 X 106 
.12925 X 

11 
10 .12607 X IQ"5 

2.9172 -.21246 X 106 
.16077 X 1011 .87422 X 10-6 

3.1416 -.23003 X 106 .18248 X 1011 
.44391 X 10“6 

Since TOTCUR, JH, and J7ERT are periodic functions of ji, angles 

5*3440 to 6.832 can be surmised from above. 
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Figure 23. Vertical Birkeland current as a function of local time. 
Comparison of phase 1 and phase 2 calculations for 
V(af f>) - Vosin0, and (a,0) = + 3lsin# as 
choice of boundary conditions. Here VQ = -BOkV, 
j-j r -.45 amp/m, 32 - *10 amp/m, a= 2.2 x Kr*m, 
and b - 1.9 x 10°m are the values chosen for the 
"initial parameters" case. Phase 1 calculations are 
denoted by "x". Phase 2 calculations are denoted by 
"o". 
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Figure 24* Total east-west cn-rrent as a function of local time. 
Same conditions as a_n IPigixne 23* 
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and a separate run -with = 3^- 0, leaving all other input values 

as in "initial parameters" was also done. (See Tables 9 and 10). 

Summing the results for Totcur(£), as well as those for jvert(d), the 

same values as in the "initial parameters" run are regained, which 

follows from the linearity of equations. Clearly, this observation 

implies that, with the two runs: 

i)^1= ^2"°» 211(1 

Ü) V0= 0 

Totcur(<6), and jvert(/5) can then be computed, for arbitrary J-j, $2r 

and V0 by additions. Further discussion of this is provided in the 

next section. 

T. Calculation of Magnetic Perturbations 

Calculations of magnetic perturbations caused by the discussed 

current systems can be achieved by merging this treatment with the 

computer pregrams of C.-K. Chen. 

First, calculations for Sirkeland current and the electrojet, 

using the "phase 2" approach, must be redone with more realistic 

boundary conditions Ifor 7(a,j6) and j^,(a,j6)J and the local tine 

dependent conductivity model from the efforts of Wolf and his 

co-workers. Specifically, Harel et al. (1980a, 1980b) studied the 

substorm event of 19 September 197*> for which there are data to 

compare with theory. Included here are figures showing the 

equatorward boundary conditions and conductivity used for Universal 

Time equal to 1100, representing the general behavior during "early 

recovery" in the modelled 3ubstorm event. (1000 was taken as onset 
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Phase 2 Calculations, 

Using V = 0. o 

Vo = ° 
Z-\ - -.45 anp / rn 

= .10 amp / m 
2 6 

a = 2.2 x 10 m g 
b = 1.9 x 10 a 

T„=Ir = 1° nbos 

PHI TOTCUH (aap / m) JH (watts) JVERT (anp / a2) 

0.0 -.15000 X 105 .21250 X 109 —.46656 X 10“6 

' .2244 .39624 X 105 
.14329 X 106 

-.10204 X 10-6 

.4488 .15773 X 105 
.23495 X 109 .26760 X 10-6 

.6732 .30358 X 105 .87041 X 109 .62381 X 10"6 

.8976 .43421 X 105 .17807 X 1010 
.94875 X 10"6 

1.1220 .54307 X 105 
.27854 X 1010 .12261 X 1Q-5 

1.3464 .62470 X 105 
.36857 X 

iQ 
10 .14420 X 10"5 

1.5708 .67500 X 105 
.43031 X 1010 .15856 X 10-5 

1.7952 .69145 X 105 
.45155 X 1010 .16496 X 10~5 

2.0196 .67324 X 105 
.42807 X 1010 .16310 X 10"5 

2.2440 .62126 X 105 .36452 X 1010 
.15305 X 10“5 

2.4684 .53813 X 105 .27350 X 1010 
.13534 X 10~5 

2.6928 .42802 X 105 .17302 X 1010 .11083 X 10”5 

2.9172 .29644 X 105 
.82995 X 109 .80769 X 10-6 

3.1416 .15000 X 105 .21250 X 109 .46656 X 10-6 

Since TOTCUR, JH, and JVERT are periodic functions of angles 

3.3660 to 6.832 can be surmised from above. 
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Table 10 

Phase 2 Calculations, 

Using j1 = ô2 m 0. 

VQ = -80,000 volts 

j1 = ° 
}2 = ° g 
a s 2.2 x 10 m 

b - 1.9 x 10° m 

ZH = 2, = 10 mhos 

PHI TOTCUE (amp / n) JH (watts) 
0 

JVERT (amp / m ) 

0.0 .23499 X 106 
.18833 X 10 0 

.2244 .22909 X 106 .17900 X 1011 .84312 X 10‘7 

.4488 .21172 X 100 .15287 X 1011 .16440 X 10“é 

.6732 .18732 X 106 .11512 X 1011 
.23624 X 10-6 

.8976 .14651 X 10ô .73210 X 1010 
.29623 X 10’6 

Jo 10 -6 
1.1220 .10196 X 10 .35453 X 10 .34137 X 10 

1.3464 .52289 X 105 
.93251 X 109 

.36939 X 10**6 

y 

1.5708 0 0 .37889 X 10"° 

1.7952 -.52289 X 105 
.93251 X io9 

.36939 X 10”6 

2.0196 -.10196 X 106 
.35453 X 1010 

.34137 X 10-6 

2.2440 -.14651 X 106 .73210 X 1010 .29623 X 10"6 

2.4684 -.18372 X 106 .11512 X 1011 
.23624 X io**6 

2.6928 -.21172 X 10° .15287 X 1011 .16440 X 10“6 

2.9172 -.22909 X 106 
y .17900 X 1011 .84312 X 10~7 

3.1416 -.23499 X 10° .18833 X 1011 0 

Since TOTCUR, JH and JTERT are periodic functions of j6, angles 

3.5660 to 6.832 can be surmised from above. 
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of the event). From figures 26 and 27» note that the boundary 

conditions are very similar in fora (and order of magnitude) to 

those taken earlier in "phase 1" as 7(atj6)- Vosin0 with V0- -80. kV 

and i^sixifi + ^2°°^ ^ith j-j = -,45amp/m end ^2 = •10 aop/®» 

Shat is, the boundary conditions each resemble trigonometric curves 

to lowest order approximation. Mamely, these functions are 

proportional to the sine of the longitude. 

In these calculations, the diagonal elements of the conductivity 

where i3 referred to as "Pedlmp" and is referred to as 

"Pedsip" in the following. The conductivity model (which is mainly 

due to C.-K. Chen) considers contributions from auroral enhancement 

and ionization from sunlight. (Some discussion of ionization from 

sunlight is contained in Wolf Cl970], and Jaggi and Wolf G973])» 

Here, auroral enhancement is the dominant effect and is dependent 

on electron flux and average electron energy, which can be 

deduced from satellite data. (See Figures 42, 43* and 44 which 

will be discussed later). Part of the investigation of Harel 

et al. (1979a) includes empirical formulae relating height-integrated 

Pedersen and Hall conductivities to auroral electron flux and mean 

electron energy. Integration of satellite data over a distance 

defined hy the electron flux enhancement, and then fitting the data 

to a trigonometric function of local time provides the conductivity 

model. This model allows the conductivity at midnight to be *■'30$ 

tensor are not taken to be equal. That is, 
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Figure 26. Equatorward boundary potential (used as input to model) 
as a function of local time. (UT - 1100). 
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Figure 27 Equatorward boundary radial horizontal current (used 
as input to model) as a function of local time. 
(UT = 1100). 
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greater than the conductivity at noon for this latitude* 

The poleward boundary is taken to be a function of local time, 

but the equatorward boundary remains constant in this approach. The 

model for the width of the band (which is mainly due to C.-K. Chen) 

also depends on electron flux. Integration of satellite data over a 

distance defined by the region of high electron flux, and then fitting 

the data to a trigonometric function of local time provides the band¬ 

width model. 

The above discussion refers to reasoning for contributions of 

auroral enhancement to local time dependent conductivity, for those 

particular Universal Times for which there are available data. 

Linear interpolation provided values for other Universal Times« Thus, 

this approach allows for a "lumpy band",, which results in more 

realistic input to the calculations. The band treated here is 

centered on a two degree (toward midnight) offset from geomagnetic 

north, so that merging with lower latitude work would be consistent. 

(Note the advantage of the approach, taken in this thesis in that the 

band center was flexible). Figures 28 and 29 depict the local time 

dependent conductivity and "lumpy band" for Universal Time equal 

to 1100. 

The equatorward boundary potential and radial current shown in the 

previous figures and used in the model are provided by the 

simulation efforts discussed in Siarel et al. (1979a). 

In Figure 30(a), where Birkeland current is shown as a function 

of local time, contributions due to j^(a,/>) are apparently more 

significant than those due to V(a,/>). Uote the comparison (in form) 
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Figure 28(a), Conductivity (used as input to model) as a function 

of local time. (UT = 1100). £"o" refers to 
Pedlmp, "x" refers to Pedsip, "a" refers to 

Hall.] 
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LT 
Figure 28(b). Cowling conductivity as a function of local time. 

(UT = 1100). 

Figure 28(c). Product of bandwidth and Cowling conductivity as 
a function of local time. (UT - 1100). 



Figure 29. Diagram showing "lumpy hand" model used as input. 

(UT = 1100). [This is only a representative 
figure, since other Universal Times correspond to 

different specific models.! 



Figure 30(a). Vertical Birkeland current as a function of local 
time. "Typical values" calculations are denoted 
by "o" . Calculations using current at / =■ a as in 
"typical values", but V(a) = 0 are denoted by "x". 
Calculations using potential at/>= a as in 
"typical values", but j^>(a) = 0 are denoted by 
"A Adding the "x" and "A « curves correctly 
produces the "o" curve. (UT = 1100). 
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to figure 25. The general shape is the 3ame, as it should he, hut 

the "finer structure" is due to the better conductivity code! and sore 
♦ 

realistio boundary conditions. Here, Jvert has the general form of 

the negative of the equatorward boundary radial horizontal current 

as expected. (Hecall, for example, that radially incoming 

horizontal current becomes outbound flowing Birkeland current in the 

simple picture). 

figure 30(b) compares vertical Birkeland current pattern 

predicted from this thesis (figure 30(a)) "with the observational curve 

of iijima and Potemra (1979 private communication). Included in this 

figure is a plot (from figure 27) of the negative of the equatorward 

boundary radial horisontal current (which is equal to 3irkeland 

current in the simple picture). Kote that there is fair agreement of 

this simpler picture with data. The present calculation adds to the 

simpler picture by including effects of the auroral electrojet 

predominantly determined by the equatoruard boundary potential (see 

figure 31 ) '^hich is known to intensify during a substorm. It should 

be emphasised that data plotted were statistically averaged for 

|1L| >100 3 by Iijima and Potemra. Since “All'is a maximum auroral 

electrojet index, and for the 19 September 197^ event at 1100 UT, AL 

was much greater than 100 Ï , it is probable that this accounts for the 

model predicted maximum strength of Birkeland current being larger 

than the maximum 3irkeland current strength observed by Iijima and 

Potemra (1973). This comparison substantiates the observational 

characteristic that a substorm only enhances features of the Birkeland 
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LT 

Figure 30(b). Vertical Birkel and, current as a function of local 
tine. Calculations fron tliis thesis are denoted 
by For the simpler picture, in which 
j ,= —j,o( a) , the curve is denoted by "x". 
from Iijima and Potemra (1979* private 
communication) are indicated "by " A . 

Data 
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current pattern of quieter times. 

En figure 51» where total east-west current is shown 03 a function 

of local time, contributions dte to 7(a,>6) are clearly more significant 

than those due to j^,(a,/S). Sote the westward electro jet at midnight. 

3ere, Totcur has the general form of the negative of the derivative of 

the equatorward boundary potential, as expected. (Recall that total 

east-west current is approximately given by: 

Totcur ~ OcouJtfn^ * £4 * (bandwidth} 04 * 

This is exactly true for the case of j^ (a) = 0, which holds in the 

simple Cowling conductivity picture). Also, the general shape of this 

curve is the same as that in figure 24* as expected. 

From these representative figures, it can be concluded that (in 

this model), Birkeland current is mainly "controlled" by the 

equatorward boundary radial current, while total east-west current is 

mainly "controlled" by the equatorward boundary potential. 

Figure 32(a) shows radial electric field as a function of local 

time. Included in Figure 32(a) is a plot containing calculations for 

the area just equatorward of -the equatorward boundary (adapted from 

lower latitude studies of Wolf et al.) Mote that this curve and the 

one at the equatorward boundary are similar in form. Figure 32(b) is 

a plot depicting asimuthal electric field dependence on local time for 

the equatorward and poleward boundaries. This component of electric 

field remains nearly constant across the band, which is a feature 

of phase 2 calculations. 

The dependence of asimuthal and radial horisontal ionospheric 
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Figure 31 ♦ Total east-west current as a function of local tine. 
(Same comments apply as on Figure 30(a)). UT = 1100. 
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Figure 32(a). Radial electric field as a function of local time. 
("x" refers to poleward boundary, "o" refers to 
equatorward boundary. "A " is from calculations 
for the area just equatorward of equatorward 
boundary, adapted from lower latitude studies of 
TColf et al.). UT = 1100. 
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figure 32(b) * Azimuthal electric field as a function of local 

time, ("o" refers to equatorward boundary, "x" 

refers to poleward boundary). UT = 1100. 
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current on local tine are provided, in Ilgure 33» As discussed in 

Chapter II, section (J (for the phase 1 approach), note again that the 

maximum value of radial current remains small compared to asiauthal 

current, TO.th the equatorward boundary radial c unrent (plotted in 

ilgure 33) having the largest values of radial current, since this 

current component has a linear dependence on distance across the band, 

and decreases to sero at the poleward boundary. This substantiates 

the fair agreement with the Cowling conductivity picture in which 

no horizontal radial current flows into the band. Tor example, in 

Ilgure 31» the modest agreement between the curve with Jyj(a)- 0 and 

the "typical values" calculations shows the extent to which the 

simpler Cowling conductivity model holds in phase 2 calculations of 

Totcur (total east-west current). 

The equatorward and poleward asiauthal current dependences on 

local time (shown in Ilgure 33) are very similar to the "typical 

values" plot in Ilgure 31* since Totcur is an integration of 

azimuthal current across the radial distance of the band. 

Since calculations of ionospheric electric fields and currants, 

and Birkeland current have been redone with more realistic boundary 

conditions and a local time dependent conductivity, theoretical 

magnetograms can be computed and compared with observational data for 

the substarm event of 19 September 1976» Magnetic perturbations ob¬ 

served on the ground result basically from the current systems in the 

earth's ionosphere and magnetosphere. 1 collection of magnetic field 

observational measurements from a ground station would imply 
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Current 
Componen 

CA/m) 

Figure 35« Horizontal current a3 a function of local time. 
("o'* refers to radial component at equatorward boundary* 
"z” refers to azimuthal component at equatorward 
boundary* " a " refers to azimuthal component at 
poleward boundary. Radial component at poleward 
boundary is equal to zero). UT - 1100. 
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constantly shifting patterns of magnetospharic and ionospheric currents. 

(Hthou^i earth currents are not negligible, they are not considered 

in this model). 

She 3irkeland current and east-west currents in region - 1 are Just 

part of a larger current system treated by ¥olf et al. numerical 

integration of the Biot-Savart law over this current system provides 

values for ground-magnetic variations. The region considered in this 

thesis is considered as a band of aurorally enhanced conductivities, 

implying sizable horizontal currents. The conductivity model used is 

based on measured electron fluxes, and (as discussed earlier in this 

section) the band is taken to have longitudinally dependent Ball and 

Pedersen conductivities. 

In order to nesh this work with the investigation of the lower 

latitude region, the band discussed here is considered as one of 

about 2700 wires or bands. (See Figure 34 for a qualitative schematic). 

X three dimensional model current system is used in the main simulation 

efforts of Vi’olf et al., and the Biot-Savart. law is numerically 

integrated over these wires, at 20 minute intervals, il though the 

work of Vfolf et al. is much more extensive than that outlined here, 

it is significant that through the efforts of this thesis, the 

computation of theoretical magnetogrsms could include effects 

attributable to the region poleward of the usual main simulation 

boundary, so that a more nearly global picture can be deduced. 

Furthermore, since the westward electrojet flows mainly in this 

poleward region and has such large ground magnetic effects, without 

Totcur contributions, agreement between theoretical and observed 
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REGION \ REGION 2 

Figure 34 
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nagnetograms is not very impressive. 

Presented here are figures from Chen et al. (1980) for the 

19 September 1976 event, indicating theoretical magnetograms for three 

stations. (See Figures 55 to 40). Although x-component (northward) 

and y-componenfc (eastward) magneto grams are included by Chen et al. 

(1930), of direct interest to this thesis are the s - component 

(downward) magnetograms. Contributions to ASs include region - 1 and 

region - 2 Birkeland currents (R1 and R2), north-south ionospheric 

current (IT-S), ring current (RC), east-west ionospheric current in 

■file modelling region equatorward of the auroral band discussed in this 

thesis (3-17), and the east-west (electrojet) current calculated in this 

thesis (Totcur), referred to as BJ in the figures. 

k reasonably good understanding of the s component magnetogram 

(sea Figures 35 to 40) comes from application of HMkt-.shima's theorem. 

(Fukushima £19691 gi-ves a more detailed discussion of the theorem). 

It states that the combined ground magnetic perturbations from 

vertical Birkeland currents and horisontal Pedersen currents imply 

very little effect. Thus, the theorem implies that region — 1 and 

region - 2 Birkeland currents approximately cancel out the Pedersen 

currents. In the overall model, there are three major types of 

currents which comprise Pedersen current. These are: most of the 

north-south ionospheric component, part of the east—west current in 

the region equatorward of the band treated in this thesis, and a 

modest portion of Tot cur. Pukushima's theorem, simply applied, would 

load one to suspect that the ground magnetic variation is due to the 

Sail portion of easb-west ionospheric current from both the auroral 
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region discussed here (3J) and the region equatorward of that treated 

here (E-W) , and the ring current (RC). The AB^ shown in figure 35 

is noted by Chen etal. (1980) to be approximately equal to 

RC +• ,75(3J> 317), while for figures 37 and 39» it is noted as 

RC + (3J>SW). 

for ground based measurements, a substorm is a dramatic event, as 

evidenced by the great alteration of quiet tine magnetograms. Clearly, 

it is not enough just to be able to view the observational data from 

magnetograms. Analysis of the sort discussed above aids in establish¬ 

ing the contributions of various kinds of currents to disturbances in 

the magnetic field at several ground stations. Understanding of the 

interacting current systems and their effect on A3 is thus furthered 

by inclusion of currents in the region discussed in this thesis. 

(J. Discussion of Polarity of Radial Electric field 

As an offshoot of the present approach, it is possible to 

investigate whæ« the electric' field reversals occur. The "polar cap 

boundary" is usually defined by these electric field reversals. (The 

"polar boundary" was previously used here as the poleward boundary of 

region - 1 3irkeland current). 

The electric field reversals were examined for the Universal Times 

and local times of the passes of 53-2 satellite data in order that the 

theoretically predicted positions of field reversals could be compared 

with data. A schematic of electric field reversals (for all local 

times, with Universal Time equal to 1100) in relation to the position 

of the band treated in this thesis is included in figure 41(a)* This 
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Figure 41(a). Schematic of places where polarity reversal of 
radial electric field occurs for UT = 1100. 

refers to a reversal being inside the band, 

"x" refers to a predicted reversal being pole- 
ward of the region studied, "a" refers to 
predicted reversal positions from lower 

latitude studies of Wolf et al. Larger arrows 
show approximate directions of electric field. 
Small arrows represent a reversal occurring at 

a larger distance away from band boundary than 
actually indicated. 
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figure is generated by calculating S^>(b,0) and 3y>(a,0) (Eqns.(III.11) 

and (III.9)) for each local time, and using the linear dependence of 

the radial electric field across the band to locate where the change 

in sign of the field occurs. Figure 32(a) shows poleward and 

equatorward radial electric field as functions of local tine. Since 

there is a linear dependence of radial electric field on radial 

distance within the band, the two sectors of local tine where polarity 

reversals occur within the band can be identified approximately fron 

Figure 32(a). This figure indicates that reversals occur within the 

band in the dusk-midnight (—1700LT to~2000LT) sector and the dawn-noon 

(-0900LT to~1100LT) sector, agreeing with Figure 41(a). 

It is found from Figure 41(a), which indicates model predictions, 

that a field reversal occurs near the poleward boundary or poleward of 

it, except near dusk (-1700LT to~2000LT), and around 1000LT to 1100 LT, 

where reversals occur within the band. Since observations generally 

show field reversals occurring poleward of main region - 1 current, 

there is good agreement of data with theory predictions. Figure 41(b) 

presents a more realistic diagram of the thin band and the global 

reversal pattern for geomagnetic latitudes of 50° to the pole. 

Observations of electric field reversal which are contained in Figure 

41(c) (from Maynard[l9741 where the classical Sarang discontinuity is 

represented) indicate excellent overall agreement with theory on the 

global scale. In both Figures 41(b) and 41(c), the reversal is at 

~75° geomagnetic latitude near dusk and dawn, whereas near midnight 

(in the classical Harang discontinuity region), the reversal appears 

at "6$° geomagnetic latitude. Bxperimental evidence also coincides 
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Figure 41(b). Diagram of places where polarity reversal of 

radial electric field occurs for UT - 1100, 
with placement of geomagnetic north pole, and 

realistic representation of thin hand discussed. 
The equatorward and poleward boundaries of the 

thin band region treated in this thesis are 
represented by thick lines. (Fig. 41(a) provides 

a blow up of the thin band region). refers 
to a reversal being inside the band, "x" refers 
either to a predicted reversal being poleward of 

the region studied (which physically means that 
the reversal must occur on the poleward boundary, 

as shown), or to a predicted reversal being at the 
equatorward boundary. "A" refers to predicted 

reversal positions from lower latitude (to 50°) 
studies of Wolf et al. 
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12 

CONVECTION 
SCHEMATIC 

Figure 41(c). Schematic representations of typical convective 
flow and electric field directions looking down 
on north magnetic pole. The boundaries are for 
moderately disturbed to disturbed conditions. 
From Fig. 1 of Maynard (1974). 
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with the pre-noon discontinuity region indicated from the theory. 

Thus, overall concurrence of figures 41(a) and 41(h) with 

observations is indeed impressive. The global pattern of reversal 

positions predicted from the models (pictured in figure 41(b)) agrees 

extremely well with the observed pattern (presented in figure 41(c)), 

which is especially encouraging. 

On figures 42 to 44 are shown the precipitating electron energy 

flux, east-west magnetic perturbations (A3), and forward component of 

electric field for three different orbits. (These figures are from 

Harel et al. IÜ1979&] ). Attention is called to 3^^^. The arrows 

in this panel identify tiie most equatorward electric field reversal in 

the satellite data. The shaded area indicates the latitudinal extent 

of the band treated in this thesis. The heavy line indicates data, 

and the dashed line indicates theoretical calculations from the 

present approach. A summary of the comparison of the theoretically 

predicted and satellite observed positions of electric field reversals 

is provided in Table 11. There is generally fair agreement between 

theory and data. It should be emphasised that the model was not 

originally conceived with the expectation that results would be 

compared with data of individual satellite passes. This model was 

meant to investigate global (large-scale) features of ionospheric 

electric fields and currents. However, since data were available, 

and it was possible to compare model predictions with observed positions 

of electric field reversals (from individual satellite passes), 

theoretical calculations were made. It is not surprising that 

application of this global model to individual passes only yields fair 
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Ui 

« Comparison of theoretically predicted positions of 
field reversals with satellite data, for orbit 4079A 
South» (The heavy line in S'^nffiTAUD indicates data, 
and the dashed line indicates theoretical 
calculations). 

Figure 42 
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!LAT 
MIT 

48.8 55.6 62.4 68.9 749 79.3 80.» 76.5 70.7 64.0 56.9 

1837 1824 1806 1735 1643 1505 1231 1020 092! 0844 0820 

UT-1040 UT-1100 

Figure 43• Comparison of theoretically predicted positions of 
field reversals with satellite data, for orbit 4079A 
North* (Same "key" as in Figure 42). 
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Figure 44» Comparison of theoretically predicted positions of 
field reversals with satellite data, for orbit 40793 
South. (Same "key" as in Figure 42). 
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Table 11 

Comparison of Theoretically 

Predicted and Satellite Observed 

Positions of Electric Field Reversals 

Universal Agreement Approximate Position of Reversal 
Time 

Theoretically 
Predicted 

Satellite 
Observed 

1000 -e Fair Poleward of poleward 
boundary 

About 1 band’s 
width poleward of 
poleward boundary. 

1010 Good Between one-quarter 
and one-half band’s 
width equatorward of 
poleward boundary. 

Between one-quarter 
and one-half band’s 
width equatorward 
of poleward 
boundary. 

1040 Fair Slightly equatorward 
of poleward 
boundary. 

About 1 band’s width 
poleward of 
poleward boundary. 

1100 Fair Between one-quarter 
and one-half band’s 
width equatorward of 
poleward boundary. 

Between one-quarter 
and one-half band’s 
width poleward of 
equatorward 
boundary. 

1130 Fair Poleward of poleward 
boundary. 

About 1 band's width 
poleward of 
poleward boundary. 

1150 Good Between one-quarter 
and one-half band’s 
width equatorward of 
poleward boundary. 

Between one-quarter 
and one-half band's 
width equatorward 
of poleward 
boundary. 
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agreement with data. 

Also from these figures, it appears that for four of the six 

Universal Times, Sirkeland current is mainly concentrated toward the 

equatorward edge of the "band, while for the remaining two Universal 

Times (namely 1000-€and 1130), the current is somewhat more uniformly 

distributed throughout the hand. (Sirkeland current is basically 

given by the latitudinal derivative of IS, as in lîarel et al. [Î980bJ 

so that the latitudinal extent of the current is given by the extent 

of the magnetic field perturbation). Therefore, the assumption of 

uniform Sirkeland current distribution taken in this thesis does not 

hold all the time. This mi^ht account for some of the discrepancy 

between data and theory in figures 42 to 44• While it appears that 

the assumption of uniform or linear distribution of Sirkeland current 

leads to little difference in resulting total east-west current and 

Joule heating values (treated in appendix C), the bunching of 3yer^ 

at the equatorward boundary could modify conclusions concerning 

horizontal electric fields. A possible procedure for studying this 

effect is discussed in Chapter IV. 

Another perhaps more serious reason for discrepancies is the 

assumption of uniform conductivity in ihe latitudinal extent of the 

band. As can be seen in figures 42 to 44 (top panels), 1he electron 

energy flux, and hence the conductivity, is not constant across the 

hand, with respect to latitude. In cases where there is a sudden 

decrease in conductivity through the band, theoretical calculations 

underestimate the observed electric field, as in passes near UT-1040 

and UT-1100 
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H. Calculation of Total global Joule seating 

ïïith a calculation of ionospheric electric field, Joule heating 

can be obtained. In figure 45» where Joule heating (per Ajô-ir/fH ) is 

shown as a function of local tine (for Universal Tine equal to 1100), 

contributions due to Federsen conductivity are significant. As 

indicated by Sq. (111,13)» on which figure 45 is based, there is a 

strong dependence of Joule heating (as a function of local time) on 

conductivity. To get some idea of the conductivity dependence, 

figure 28 was already presented. Note that the conductivities do not 

peak at local noon, but peak on the ni^it side due to auroral 

enhancement. At Universal Time equal to 1100, note the two minima in 

the day sector, with a maximum at midni^it. Basically, the same 

behavior is mimicked in ligure 45 for Joule heating behavior. Also, 

figures 26 and 27 previously showed the equatorward boundary potential 

and radial horimontai current. Note that these ferns exhibit a 

minimum at ~17LT and a maximum at ~9I>T« further examination of the 

expression for Joule heating, Sq. (III.13)» reveals that these 

dvracteristic features in V(a,ji) and ^(a,/*) lead to enhancement of 

minima in Joule heating at corresponding local times. Probably the 

2 
most significant dependence of Joule heating comes from the 3^ term. 

In the simple Cowling conductivity picture (where j^(a) — O), JK per 

length = (bandwidth) x ^^ x 3^ (as discussed in Chapter II, 

section I). Since this approximation holds fairly well in the model 

(see Chapter II, section ? and Chapter III, section P), it follows that 

2 
the form of should dominate features seen in the Joule heating 

dependence on local time. Note from Figure 32(b), that there are 
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JH per M 
(x o" watts) 

Figure 45» (UT - 1100). Joule heating (per A4= TT/14 as a 
function, of local -time. ("o'* refers io calculations 
with nominal boundary conditions ; "x" refers to 
calculations for j^(a, j6) = O; " A *' refers to 
calculations for V(a, £) = O). 
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minima at ~16LT and ~7LT in the 3f> curve. In figure 45* inhere 

Joule heating is plotted for j^(a) = 0, note the same deep minima at 

these local times. Joule heating for hoth 7(a) = 0 (with nominal 

equatorward boundary radial current), and nominal equatorward bound¬ 

ary (potential and radial current) conditions is also plotted. The 

curves for fy(a) = 0 and nominal boundary conditions are similar, 

verifying that the d eep minima, at ~1SLT and ~8LT are earned by the 

Ej$ dependence. The peak in Joule heating near midni^it comes from 

both the peaks in 3^ and (Cowling conductivity x bandwidth). (See 

figures 52(b) and 28(c)). In figure 45* the 7(a)=*0 and j^(a)=0 

curves do not add to give the third curve since Joule heating does 

not involve linear dependence on electric field. Kote that the 

general form of this curve is similar to Figure 25» as expected. 

included in Figure 46 is a graph indicating the increase in 

integrated Joule heating through the modelled event. This graph 

shows that Joule heating poleward of the equatorward edge of region -1 

currents comprises ~30# of the Joule heating in the modelled event of 

19 September 1576 treated by ïarel et al. (1980a, 1980b) and Spiro 

et al. 1980c). Clearly, consideration of -the region poleward of the 

main simulation region of Wolf et al. leads to a significant 

contribution to global Joule heating. 
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h- 

< 
LU 
X 

5 

LU 
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Figure 46. Joule heading as a function of Universal Time through. 
the modelled event. (Calculations from this thesis, 
i. e., due -to the region of the ionosphere poleward of 
the equatorward edge of the region - 1 currents, are 
indicated by "x". Calculations from Harel 1198061, 
due to the region of the ionosphere equatorward of the 
equatorward edge of region - 1 currents, are indicated 
by a solid line, with no symbols attached). 



i¥. conclusION 

A. Remarks 

The prime incentive for this study was to investigate the extent 

to which the higher latitude area (poleward of the region treated hy 

Wolf et al.) affected both theoretical magnetograas of low-latitude 

observations and calculations of Joule heating of the upper atmosphere. 

Before this research, agreement between theoretical and observed 

magnetograms for the modelled substorm event was not very impressive. 

Improved agreement is due to inclusion of the large, often dominant, 

ground magnetic effects of the westward electro jet flowing mainly in 

the hitler latitude region treated in this thesis. 

This investigation indicated that the amount of Joule heating of 

the upper atmosphere inferred from calculations of currents and 

electric fields in the higher latitude region is significant. 

B. Possibilities for Further Study and Concluding Commenta 

Further investigation of polarity reversals would be viseful, 

since better agreement with data could be achieved. As mentioned in 

Chapter III (section G), the assumption of uniform Birkeland current 

distribution does not apparently hold in all cases. Data showed that, 

at least some of the time, current is mainly concentrated toward the 

equatorward edge of the band. Perhaps, the logic of the "phase 2" 

approach could be worked in reverse order, so that horisontal 

ionospheric current could be found from current conservation, using a 

nonsero Birkeland current only at the equatorward houndary. Then, 

horisontal ionospheric electric fields would be calculated. 
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The constant conductivity approximation could also he 

improved upon hy using a one dimensional analytic approach. That 

is, instead of using a tuai form conductivity with respect to latitude, 

and allowing for local-time dependent conductivity (as is done for 

global modelling), individual passes could be precisely modelled (in 

detail) by neglecting the local-time effects completely and concen¬ 

trating on only the latitudinal features of 3irkeland current and 

conductivity. 

Perhaps a combination of these approaches could lead to a more 

extensive treatment of the horixontal electric field, which would be 

useful in improving agreement between data and theory in plots suoh as 

figures 42 to 44. 

One important conclusion of this study is that the simple Cowling 

conductivity band picture (with no radial current flowing into the 

band) provides values for the strength of the electro jet and amount 

of Joule heating agreeing with the present model to within ~20$. 

The model presented in this thesis should, in the long run, 

be put into the main computer-simulation efforts of Wolf et al. so 

that it is automatically applied to new events as they are modelled. 

Also, the approach taken in this research is flexible, so that it 

could be applied to the 29 July 1977 event which is already being 

modelled by Wolf and his co-workers. 

Related topics tàiich should be investigated concern the physics 

on -tiie far ends of the field lines which were modelled. Generating 

region -1 Birkeland currents were found to flow on sunward-convecting 

flux tubes. X physical explanation of this phenomenon should provide 

good clues to üte magnetospheric boundary layer. 
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APPBIIDIX A 

J1• FORT 

l 

PROGRAM FQD COMPUTING 6 COEFFICIENTS. 
ALSO COMPUTES XJVcRT, POT» ER » EPHI, 
yjo, XJPHI* TOTCUR» XJR-- ALL IN 
DIMENSIONLESS FORM* 
J1 INCLUDES DOUBLE PRECIS ION»* 
TO RUN THE PROGRAM ON TSO: 
ALLOC FCFT 1IFCO DA (OUTPUT .DAT A} SHR 
RUN* KART Y . Jl.FORT* FORT 
OR 
RUN J1 

SEPARATE RUN FOR EACH CHANGE OF PARAMETERS. 
IMPLICIT REALMS CA-H»0-Z3 
DIMENSION XJVEPT(253*RAT C II 3 » POTCl 1 >25^ tRINCU) 
DIMENSION CATlCn),CAT2Cn).CAT3Cin*CAT4Cin 
DIMENSION Ekai,25),EPHl(ll,25)fXJR<ll, c5>»XJPHICllt25) 
DIMENSION TOT1C25),TOT2C25),TOT3C25),TOTCURC25) 
DIMENSION XJH2(25)tXJH3(25),XJH4C25),XJH5C25)fXJHC25) 
IC NK = 1 GIVES ANSWERS ONLY. 
ICriK=2 GIVES PARTIAL DEBUG PRINTOUT. 
INPUT P A R A 

M
 E T £PS**VO TO B. 

WPITEC6» 10 0 3 
20 FORMAT C • TYPE IN: ICHK *0 

PEAD(5 t *3 ICrtK 
WRITEC 6* 23 

2 FORM&TC* TYPE IN: V0,XJ1,XJ2»SIGH, SIGP» A, B • ) 
READ(5f*3V0,XJl»XJ2»SIGHtSIGP»A,e 
CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS» STARTING WITH ALPHAP. 
AL&M = ((A-B3/£3 
XLMi = i.0D0-XL AM 
EVl = C4.QD0/3„CD03*XLArt*CXLMI**2:> 
EV2 = <XLttl**2 3 -1 .COO 
EV3 = C5V1/EV23 -C1.0D0/3.0> 
R = C SIGH/S I GP) 
DIMJl«CXJl*A3/< $IGP*VG3 - 
DIMJ2 = CX J2*A3/C SIGP*V0 3 
EV*=(DIMJ1 *R+OIMJ2)/CR*XLAM3 
EV5 = (DIMJ2+R3 /2.0D0 
EV6=C1.0D0+R**2 3/CR*XLAM3 
EV7-((XLM1'**23~13/CXLM1 2 3 
EV8=EV4-(EV5*EV6*EV7 3 
TAL=OIMJ1 + 1-‘C2*OIMJ1/EV7 3+CDIM J2*R3-»-CR**23 ♦CEV3*EV93 

BAL — CALCULAT ICN OF THE BOTTOM OF ALPHAP. 

EV9=(EVo/6.3*EV7 
EV10 = CCI.ODO/3. CD0 3*CR**2-2 3 3/R' 
EV11 = ((2.0DO/3.0GO 3~XLAM*R3 /EVT 
6U = -(R/3.)-tVU + (EVlG + cV9 3*EV3 
AL?HAP = CTAL/BAL3 

CALCULATION OF OTHER 5 COEFFICIENTS. 

BP = .5*CCALPHAP/3.)+DIMJ2 + R3 
AP=«,5*CALPHAP+0IM J2+R3 * 
8ETAP = (£V7*EV6~8P3*CSV10'*ALPHAP;3-EV* 
EP=(C2.QD0/3. CO03*XLAM/EV73 *9CTAP»P

wSP + 
l(0lMJi*»(R/3. )*XL4M* ALPHAP 3/EV7 

DP = 1+CC-1.000/3.ODD )+(-2,000/3.0D0 3 *XL AM/E V73*BETAP+R*BP 
1 + C-DIMJ1 + C R/3.3 *X LAM *ALPHAP 3 / E V7 

C 
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c c 
c 

COMPUTATION OF PHYSICAL OUANTITIES. 

3rt0 =8 
DEL R HO = CA—80/10 . 
00 50 1=1•11 
PI=3.1‘il5 92o5 33 8979*323e46264 DO 
PHI = 0.00000000 DO 
DtlTA=PI/l 2. 
00 60 J = 1,25 
XJVÇRTC J3= ALPHA P*DCOSCP HI :>-► 3E T AP*DSINCPHIO 
RAT(IO=RHO/A 
PGTCI,JO = CDP*kATCI‘>*-EP/f<ATC:iO + C3ETAP/3.0*CCRATCT)0**2 

O)*0SINCPHI)+(&P*RAT CI Î + BP/R&T CI0*CALPHAP/3.)*C(RAT(I)) 
i‘*’))*OCOSCPHn 
RINCO=Cl . /RîTC I 0 0 *"=2 
CAT1CIO = CDP-C»TNCI03 *EP+( 2 - O DO/3 .000 0*R ATCI 0*BET A P I 
CAT2CI > = C AP-< KINCI) )*3P+C2. OD 0/3 . GOO 0*R A TC10* ALPH AP ) 
CAT3CI) = COP+CPlNCI>)*EP*Cl-000/3-0 00 3*RATCI)*3ETAPI 
C4TA(I)*(AP+CRIN(I)>*DP + C1.0 DO / 3 .OPOO'RAT(IO*ALPHAP ) 
SK(I,J)=-CAT1CIO*OSINCPHI>-CAT2CI)*OCOSCPHI) 

EPHICI , JO =-CAT3CI0 *DCOS CP HI 0+C AT4 CT 0*DS INCPHI ) 

XJRCI. J0=-<_   . _ _ 
1-R*CAT3C I 3 *DCOS (Phi 0-»-R 

-C AT2CI0 «DCOSCPHI) 
*OSINCPhI) 

XJ?HICI,J3=R*CAT1CI )*DS IMCPHIO-t-R*CAT2CIO*OCOSCPHIO 
l-WT5a)*3COSCPriI)<-CAT4< I)*OSIN(PHI) 

TOTAL EAST-WEST CURRENT. _ ' 

TOI1(J)=P*OP*OSINCPHIO + A*ÀP*OCOS(PHI) 

*TCT2(J 0 = “R *C EP*DSINC PHI) 3 -R*CBP *OCOSCPHIOO 
1 + 6P*DSINCPHI 0 -EP *D COSCPHIO 
T0T3CjO = CR/3. )*(3cTAP*DSlN( PH I 0 ♦ AL PrtAP *0C0S C PHI) ) 

1 + C 1.000/6. ODO)*(ALPHAP*OS I N < P HI 0-2 ST AP *OC0SCPHI 0 0 
TOTCUR (J)=T0T1( JO *X L A V C T OT 2 C J 0 *XL AMO/X L«1 

1 + (TOT3CJOO*C1-XLH1**2> 

JOULE HEATING 

X JH1 =( 
i-cca**2-< 

CPP**2*SP **2 0/A **20 
~ ~ ' 'rCEP**2 + 0P**2O 

XJ42CJ0 = C C3ET AP**20 / 9 - O * C I . ODO-*-3*C(DSINCPHIO)**2) ) 
1*((ALPHAP**2 0/9.0*C 1 .OPO+3*(( DCOSC P HI) ) **2 ) ) 
1 + C2.0DO/3.OÜO 0 *ALPHAP -3ETAP *DC O S CP HI ) *0 SINCPHI ) 

XJH3(J)=2*CDP*EP«AP*9PO*OCOSC2*PHn 
>P(ûP*8P+AP*EPO*üCOS< PHI 0*OSIN(PHI) 

XJH4CJ3 = C2.0Oû/3-ODO >*E P * 3 E T AP * C 1-3*< CD S INC PHIO >**2 )0 
1 + C2.0D0/3. ODC )*6P*AL PHA P*C1 -3*C < DCOSC PH 10) **2)0 
1-2*OCOSCPHI 0*0 3 INCPr(IO*CEP*ALPHAP + 9P*B = TAP) 

XJH5(JO=C2.00 0/3.00 0 0*B£TAP*OP*C1.000*( CDS INC PHI 0 0 **200 
1+(2.000/3.0000*ALPHA p*a P*C1. ODO + CCDCOSC PHI 0 0 **2 0) 
1*(2.0ÙO/3.CÛO)*DCOSCPHIO*DS IN < PH 10* C AL P HAP*0P+8 ET A?*AP) 
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X J2=* » 610•3t1 STGH = • 

XJHCJ) = XJH1 + <1.0D0/4.CD0)*C 1 - C6/A)**4)*XJH2CJ) 
1 + 0L0GCA/5)*XJH3CJ) ♦ XLAP*XJH4CJ) 
2 ♦ (1•COQ/3. 000)*( 1 - C 8/A)**3 )*XJH5(J) 

PHI=PHI+DELTA 
60 CONTINUE 

RhO * RHO ♦ DELRHO - 
50 CONTINUE 

IFCICHK.EQ.nGO TO 70 
WRITEC11 » 1113 VOtXJl .XJ2.SIGH 

111 FORMATC* V0= •* E10.3 * 1 XJl = «,El 0.3♦1 

1*£10.3) 
WRITS(Ilf 112)ST OP,A,B*XLAM 

112 FORMAT C * SXGP*•,El).3 *' A**tE10.3» 
1* 8 =ffElO.Bf1 <LAM= f fE10.3 3 

WRITEC11.203) 
203 FOP. MAT C* •) 

WRITECllt203) 
~ WRITEUlf 114)ALPHAP 
114 FORMAT*» ALPHAP=»fE15.5) 

WRITSCUf 115)BPf AP 
115 FORMAT*1 SPs 1 « £ 15.5 y a 

WRITEC11•116)SETAPtEP9 DP 
116 FORMAT ( 1 BETAP=» ,815.5, 1 

WRIT c(11♦20 3) 
UPITECll,203) 
OUTPUT OF S PHYS. CUA,N# 

70 RHO = B 
DO 150 K = 1» 11 
WRXTECli»300)RHO 

AP— •9 E15.5) 

EP=• , E15.5 » » OP-* » E15•5 ) 

300 FOR MATC» RH0= 1 , 
WP. ITE(11,2Q3) 
WKITE(11|203) 
PHI*0.00000000 
DE LT A-PI / 12. 
DO 160 L-1 »25 
wKlTrCUt200) 

200 FORMAT(* PHI 
1 EP HI• ) 

El 5 • 5 ) 

DO 

OVERT POT HR 

WRIT ECll,202)PHl,XJVSRT(L),P0T(K,L),ERCK,L),EPHI(K,1) 
20 2 FORnATC F10•4 » E15.5 » E15.5, E15.5, E15.5) 

WRITECllf201)   
2)1 FORMATC1 PHI JR JPHI TOTCUR 

1 JH») 
WRITE(U,202)PHI,XJRCK,L),XJPHI<K,L),TOTCURCL)*XJHCL) 
WRITEC11 1203) 
PHI = PHT ♦ DELTA 

160 CONTINUE 
RHO * RHO ♦ DELRHO 

150 CONTINUE 

STOP 
END 



APPSHBIX B 

VARC1• PORT 

c 
c 

c 
c 
X 
"C« 

_c„. 

c— r— 
C 

PRO CPA* 
T-:$ PROGRAM I! *L• JDE$ CALCJLATIGN 
c~ XJPHICREALLY TGTCUR), XJH, AND yjvEar. 
ASSUMPTION:OVERT IH22P. JF R. 
z? HI—AS a/R)*CJ'ST# CONST, *PT 2). 
I^ClUOES DClJrLZ PRECISION. 
OUTPUT IS IN -■? \ A UITrC ) ^KS UNITS. 
TO P'JN, MUST US £ ALLcCTSTMTCS). FIRST: ' 

ALL3C FCPTUrOOl) 3ACCUTPUT.04 TA) SÜR 
SEPARATE RUN FOR EACH CHANCE OF INITIAL PARAIS# . ' l 

IMPLICIT RE Ai_*2 CA-HIC-Z) 
DIMENSION SIGPCZ9),S:GrtC09) ,XJ«AC?.9) #ccPHTC29) 
ÜIMENSION E^ACCO),XJH IC29),XJH2(29)* XJH3C29) ,OELJPC2T) 

‘3IH ENSIGN X JVE.RTC29), £RH29)t AVSC29) ,X J?nlC29) j <Jn(29) 
DIHENSIGN R AC 29),XJH4 C29) 
INPUT PARAMETERS —VO TO c. 
»SIT=(6t2) '' ~ 
FORM AT C * TYPE IN: VO,X J1,XJ2,A,0 ») 
RE Au C5,*)VO» X J1 , X J 2 , A ,3 
READ IN CONDUCTIVITIES. 
00 27 *«1,29 * " ' 

$ISHCM)=13.e DO * ‘ * ' “** " " - - 
SIG?CM)=10.0 DO 
CONTINUE   

CALCULATION CFECY CO NOS Ao“FN.’CF’PHI" 

P1=3•1415926535397932295 30 
PH 1 = 0.00* DO ~  ~  ~~ -- --- 
DELTA=C2.*PI)/23. “ * *      

00 60 1=1,29 
PACI )=C$IGrKI)*VC)/A   ■’ ■ 
3E?HI(I)=-CVC/A)*CCDSCPHI)   - 
c R A ( I ) = < I ♦ / S 10 P Cl))xCXJl,r0SlNCPHI) + (XJ2 + :>'ACI))*GC0SCP.HI)) 
XJMCD^X JI*DSINCP.iI)+XJ2*0C0SCi>Hlî 
cR3CT)= CSI3HCD*V0*DCaSC? iI))/CSIG?C:) + 2) 

£ NO OF 90Y C0N03. 
CALC. OF JPHI AS FN• CF PHI 

1“ iNCTSC ): JPHI HERE IS" TGTALC__) ~A2._ Ç UP • , IN TEG. QVS R ?. . .T.. ' . 

AVECI)=CSRACI)+SR3CI))/2. 
X JP.HICI)*CV0*0C3SCPHI )»0LuGC3/A)*$IG?(I) )-CAvECI)*SIGHCI)*CA-3)) 
CALC. OF JDUL? HEATING AS A FN. Or ?Hl. 
3I=Cl./C(A-2)**2)) " 
A JH1CI)* 3 I*(C ERG CI )* M-*£R AC I ) *3 ) **2) 
XJh2CI) = 2.*ER3Cl )*ERACl)*CA+3 W.*CCCE.<ECI))**2)*4 + 

~ iCCERA(I))**2)*3) ” ~ 
~ AJH3CI) = CER3CI)"E*A Cl))**2 - - - 

XJH4CI)=$IGPCI)*CVQ**2)*CGLQGCA/8))*CCDC3SCPHl))**2) 

~ ~XJHCI)=SIGPCI)*CCÇA**2-3**2)/2,*XJHlCI)) ' 
~ l4-0:*CC'A**3*3**3)/3*')*XJrt2C:)) * ~ ‘ ~ * ~ 

2*CDI*(CA**4-6**4)/4.)*XJH3CI))) 
3f X JH4CI) _   

 PHI^PHI+OELTA   ~ ' ~ * * * 
60 CONTINUE 
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CALC. OF JVt.RT AS FN. OF PHI « 

"DC 50 'K*Z.'Z3 
KP1*X+1 
5C.n»K-I 

. JElJPCiO-CX JPHIC,<PU-XJPHl_CKill ))/CD5LTA*2. ) 

< J.\ A(K ■   X J VE PT(K)-Cl/(3 ** 2•A* *ZJT*2~.* CDEVJP 00 + .< 
50 CONTINUE 

SET XJVEPTCl) A>iO (20)- 0 UM NY VALUE, 999. 
 àJVEPTC:)*999.C Off “ 

— XJVcRT(29)*999.C 00 
PHI=0.00 00 
K-ITE<11#193) 

'195**50* 4.AT( 1 VC ,X Ji~7X J2,TT,S ^9 
 “* P T7E(11, 19 9 ) V 0 » / J1, X J 2 VAT# 3 
199 FGR.NATC 615.5, E15.5, £15.5# 515.5, E15. 

i-ZITEOi# 300) 
TOiTr CPHATC D ' 
 WRÎT5C11,200)  ~ 
200 FORSATC1 PHI, TOTCUR, XJH, XJV6RT») 

)*A~) 

5 ) 

 D'C ISC J-1,29 ~~ ~ 
4RZTCC11,2CI)PHI',~XJPHICJ), XJHCJ9, XJ75.UCJ) 

201 FCRMATC Flu.4» S15.5# E15.5, E15.5 ) 
PHI^PHI+OELTA 

116*0” en :rr i NUE * . n. — — • - — - _ - 
ENO 



APPENDIX c 

INVESTIGATION OP ASSUMPTION THAT 

BIRKELAND CURRENT IS INDEPENDEI T OP COLATITUDE 

In both phases, jyer|. is assumed, independent of p. This 

assumption is investigated in this appendix. Taking the case of 

constant conductivity, 

A.3 vert as in phase 1. 

Here, assume: 

jyert = f(y)gU) = f(y) G(sin(kx + S )), and (c.1) 

+ yy<*,y> g . (0.2) 

Boundary conditions are: 

V = V sinkx at y = y . 
o^^^ J Jnax * 

3y = 02 sinkx at y = y^ , 

and j sO at y = 0. 
w 

Rectangular coordinates are used here, for simplicity, instead 

of cylindrical coordinates. Using the rectangular coordinate 

system is a good approximation if ^ a ~ ^ « 1 • 

Here, 

0vU,y)= jr - 2TpEv(y,x) + E^(x), and 

■„s ( 
H y 

''y'”'*" Wy p yE x 

3X = 2-psx(x) -Z^y.x). 

Starting from 

Ex(x) ' “^0
k C03kx* 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 
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(C.6) ---%■■ (x) - k2 sinkx, 
3x 

one can solve for S • First, one finds 

2—2- (x,y) = 4- 7 k2sinkx 

*y2 
o 

(C.7) 

using Eq.(C.2) and Eq.(C.ô). 

Integrating, this becomes 

E„(x,y) = —1~“ (x,y) = — -V yk2sinkx -*• E (x,0), (C.8) ay 

where F(y) = f fCySdy*. 
J Ù 

(0*9) 

S (x,0) is found from the boundary condition on j at y - 0, 
y y 

so that 

rM Ey(x,0) = —-~Ex(x), which is just 

2 (x,0) ; Ï k coskx, using Eq.(C.5)« 
y ^ 

Then, E (x,y) s -F(y) r^—7 yk2sinkx ■+■ ï k -ip*- cofekx. 
y irp O O 

Dividing by V k to get the dimensionless forms, ET(x,y), and 
0 

3X(x), these equations can be written: 

Eï(x,y) = -F(y)$ (x) - kysinkx + ■~s- coskx. 
Zp 

(C.10) 

and 

SX(x) = - coskx, where (x) = 
2
P
T
O 

(C.11) 

Recalling f(y) as the radial part of jverl;f three cases can be 

considered. The first two cases consider a linear dependence of 

^vert case assumes jyer(. is independent of -p • 
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Case 1 considers f(y) - c(y. 

Case 2 considers f(y) = «* (y — y)* max 

Case 5 considers f(y) = ^ , independent of y. 

With the nonaalization f(y)dy = 1» 

then 

f(y) 

'max J 
(The 1st line corresponds to case 1, and similarly for 

cases). Since 

F(y) 

we have 

= f 
«'ft f(y') dy1 , 

F(y) = 

2 \ 

'max 

2 

T * 'max 
ymaxy _ 1L. 

'max 
/ 

so that F(y ) = 1. '''max 

One needs to find G, h in g(x) = G sin(kx -t- <£ ) . 

calculated from j (y , x), which can be expressed as 
y 

iyCy^ax* x) — ^2 GOS^cc + j-j sihkx or equivalently, 

(C.12) 

(C.13) 

(C.14) 

(C.15) 

the other two 

(C.16) 

These can be 
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JT = J1 sinkx + J2 coskx, in unitless fora. (C.17) mcix 

Also, JYmax = Ê^max» x)^ + 'fj* EX(l) from the (C.18) 

unitless form cf Eq.(C.3). 

So y 

jj-tf (x) - kyQaxsinkx + -^
L coskxj + ( - coskx) = 

J1 sinkx •+■ J2 coskx (C.19) 

using Eqs. (C.10), (C.11), (C.17), and (C.18). 

Putting ft (x) = ft cos £ sinkx +• # sin S coskx, with 

#s-j=r|-£ (unitless) 

implies 

— X cos S sinkx - ky sinkx - t s in X coskx = max 

J1 sinkx + J2 coskx. 

Therefore, 

J1 = -( tfcosÆ ky ) and 
max 

J2 = - # sinS 

implying îfcosé = — (J1 4- ky ), and (C.20) 

tfsinS = — J2. (C.21) 

Solving Eqs.(C.20) and (C.21), one obtains 

ÎSArrt“ ( ) md 

i-i * cwi + »yIiai)2+ J22l'z). 

(Sign choice depends on choice of S . If 5>0 , then sin£ 
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has the same sign as - J2, and cos<f has the same sign as 

- (J1 + ky ). If $ < 0, signs are negative of those chosen 
IH3JC 

above)* 

As before, 

2_ 

k 

( w - 

k 
JT2RT = 

'max 

2 ( 8 sin(kx t- S )). 

y max 

1 

(C.22) 

ky, max 

Now, one can find 

I 
TOTCUR = 

o 

^Vo 

'S". 
k (3X (x) - SY (y,x)) dy . 

After algebra, 

2 
TOTCUR= -(1 * |jj- ) kjr^ costa *(| £. airJac) 

rn\ 

1 

A ) 

(C.23) 

Joule heating i3 found from 

JH 
- len£th) = ~S,V k (x - len^ direction) 

2 2 
=) (EX(x) + ET(x,y) ) kdy 
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After algebra, we find 

 JR  
IpV^Ic (x - length direction) 

=Jjmax^k cos2 ** ^1+ ~ 2#(x) k coskx- 

1> fl \ 
3 5 

1 
3 

+^(x)2k 8 
15 I 

1 1 
2 , 3 ; 

+ (k5 siu2 ta) 

1 
4 

x 2 2* 2 
y ( -k sin kx cos kx + 2k ÿ1 (x) sinkx 7 max ZP « v / 12 

1 
3 

] 

Row, these become TOTCUR = <*. sin (kx + h ) and 

JE = constant ■+■ ^3 sin (2kx+£ ), 

(C.24) 

(C.25) 

(G.26) 

with 

A= Arctan T"*• SsmS) ~j 
j^jUos5) J 

«=(ky.„)|^- j£} Umi - (u lj))" * [(!>- +1|\ 
*/x 
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Next, a numerical comparison of the three cases is needed. Here, 

6 6 6 
y = .03 x 10 m, -where y = (a - b) = (2.2Q x 10 - 2.17 x 10 )m. max T * max 

This y _ corresponds to a very small value of bandwidth. Other max 

typical values used are summarized in Table C.1. Also calculated 

is a numerical comparison of the three cases, but with 

¥'-i 
calculations are shown in the following comparison Table C.2. 

Physically, this means that there is no appreciable difference in 

resulting values for total east - west current and Joule heating 

whether j , is taken to be constant or to have linear radial vert 

dependence. Apparently, integration over the very small band makes 

either radial dependence of 5verj. 311 effective (approximately) 

constant average value in calculations of TOTCUR and JH 

(per x - length). 

J. The clearly similar results of the numerical Zh=30 mhos 
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Table C.1 

Typical Values Used 

for 

numerical Comparison 

k 2H 
V 
0 j1 h 

Units: 1 
m 

mhos mhos V0lt3 amp 
m 

amp 
m 

Relevant 
expression: 

ft?*10"5 — — — — — 

Approximate 
value: 2»86 x 10*“° 10. 10. -80,000 -♦45 • 10 

J1 J2 
ky 
max s 16 

Units: 

Relevant 
expression: 

31 

v0
k 

32 
 ,.,, 

Approximate 
value: .197 -.0437 .0858 2.987 .286 
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Table C.2 

Results of 

Numerical Comparison 

2H 

TOTCUR 

Case number 

(unitless) 

A oc 

1 1 4.687 .1704 

1 2 4.639 .1696 

1 3 4.663 .1699 

3 1 4.697 .8544 

3 2 4.668 .8514 

3 3 4.683 .8528 

TOTCUR = JX - otsin (kx+A) from Eq.(C.25). 

JH per x - length (unitless) 

£p 
Case number 6. constant 

1 1 1.520 .0844 .0848 

1 2 1.425 .0832 .0844 

X 3 1.473 .0838 .0845 

3 1 1.540 .4252 .4255 

3 2 1.483 .4221 .4226 

3 3 1.511 .4236 .4240 

JH = ^sin (2kx + £ ) -t* constant from E(j# ( C«26) # 
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